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DETERMINATION OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITABILITY

INTRODUCTION

Business today is highly competitive. Any executive of an organization has to struggle 
with finding ways to the success. In order to become successful in competitive business, an 
organization has to have an appropriate organizational structure that makes communications or 
flows of works and information in an organization efficient. The company needs monitoring and 
feed back systems which can declare a real performance of an organization and attainable 
operational plans that correspond with organization’s strategy in order to enhance organization’s 
strengths and at the same time eliminate its weaknesses.

Performance measurement involves determining what to measure, identifying data 
collection methods, and collecting the data (U.S. Department of Energy, 1996). Performance 
measurement provides important information that enables the executives to set appropriate goals 
and business plans. It also provides feedbacks and past operational results that are used for 
continuous improvement and preventive decision. These will lead to organization’s survival, 
growth, and success.

Performance measurement is important in both private sector and public sector, but there 
are many differences in usage. The main causes are conditions of business operation and 
objectives of each organization. For public sector, its revenue derives from the people’s tax 
payment allocated from budget bureau and it cannot determine the price of its products or services 
to make a profit.  It is due to this reason that the public sector attempts to specify the delivery of 
services within specified budget expense levels (Daft, 1992). This means that it tries to use 
restricted resources in the must efficient way in order to provide effective quality service to the 
public. The objectives of measuring performance in public sector are to express transparency and 
accountability of an organization to tax payer, to report its performance when it needs the budget 
for the project from budget bureau, and to enable the employees to work accordingly with the 
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organization’s goals. For private sector, the revenue derives from its products or services sold and 
it needs to concern the strategy for survival in competitive market. Because of these conditions, 
performance measurement for private sector is very necessary. If there is no performance 
measurement, the organization will not know its weaknesses and its strengths which may results in 
executives making the wrong goals. Performance measurement eliminates a main problem of goal 
setting, which is setting unrealistic goals that may be higher or lower than the achievable level. If 
the unrealistic goals are set, not only will it un-motivate employees but it will also affect 
executives to make wrong decision, which leads to a cause of an organization failure. Also, the 
performance measurement provides feedbacks derived from its customers which can be used for 
improving the performance capability and responding with the customer needs and provides past 
operational results that can be used for preventive decision.

In an organization, performance measurement can be used at several levels such as 
individual, group, departmental, organizational level and so on. Performance at the organizational 
level of an organization should be measured to help an organization achieve its objectives, visions, 
and established goals (Kaydos, 1991). There are many different sets of criteria or perspectives 
used to measure performance of an organization constructed from different view of measurers. For 
example, there are seven criteria constructed by Sink. These criteria are productivity, profitability, 
quality of work life, quality, innovation, efficiency and effectiveness.

Profitability is an important goal of partnership enterprises because it is a main way-out to 
gain more capital. It is used for identifying financial status of the organization that expresses 
security, wealthiness, and capability for survival of an organization. This is very essential because 
if a company does not know its financial status, it cannot set appropriate goals and efficient plans 
to compete with competitors (Brigham and Gapenski, 1988). Productivity is a criterion that is 
usually related to profitability. It is the relationship between quantitative outputs from a system 
and quantitative inputs into that same system during a period of time. It expresses using resources 
efficiently to get the highest level of output. Improving productivity means that an organization 
uses fewer inputs to produce higher or the same level of outputs. This will lead to decreasing of 
unit cost and then the company can sell the product with the same price and still get profit.         
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The relationships between productivity and profitability are very interesting and essential because 
they enable the executives to make appropriate plans to reach their profitability level set, survive 
and succeed in their business.

Research Questions

This research attempts to find the answers for two questions. They are shown as follows.

1. What are the types of interrelationships between productivity and profitability?

2. Is it possible to apply the equations that express the interrelationships between
productivity and profitability as significant tools for improving planning?

Problem Statement

The interrelationships between productivity and profitability are important information 
that enables the executives to set the goals and make appropriate plans efficiently in specific time. 
Therefore the purpose of this research is to determine the interrelationship between a goal 
(profitability) and factors (productivity), which have an effect on the goal, in order to help the 
executives to predict the result of their decision. When the executives consider the 
interrelationship as a component of decision-making, their decision-making will be done more 
correctly and they will set more appropriate goals and plans that will lead to organization’s 
success. If the types of interrelationships between productivity and profitability aren’t determined 
then the executive can’t predict the result of their decision and may set inappropriate plans or even 
can set the wrong plans that can’t be achieved. These will make organization’s survival at risk and 
impossible to grow and become success.
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Research Objectives

There are two primary objectives for this research. They are as follows:

1. To examine and test the hypothetical interrelationships among key performance criteria 
proposed by Sink (1985) that there is a positive relationship between productivity and 
profitability.

2.  To investigate the possibility and usefulness of applying the equations that express
interrelationships between productivity and profitability in planning.

Conceptual Research Model

Research Scope

The scope of this research can be briefly described as follows.

1.  Not all possible measures for profitability and productivity criteria will be incorporated 
into this research. They are subject to the company’s data availability.

Performance
Measurement
Methodology

Indexes of Productivity
and Profitability Criteria

• The productivity
indexes at
organizational level

• The profitability
indexes at
organizational level.

Interrelationship Identification
• Cause-and –effect relationship
• Time-lag effect relationship

Planning
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2. This research proposes the interrelationships between productivity and profitability at
organizational level in specific company and in specific time.

3. Seasonal adjustment and impacts from economy are not incorporated into the
experiment because of limitation of the data.

Definition of Terms

In order to reduce confusing and make clear understanding, definitions of terms, which
can be interpreted in different ways, are identified. They are as follows.

1. Partnership is a business that exists whenever two or more persons associate to conduct 
a business (Brigham and Gapenski, 1988).

2. Profitability is the relationship between revenue (or in some cases budget or benefit) 
and cost (or in some cases actual expense or sales).  It can be expressed by total revenue divided 
by total cost (Sink, 1985).

3. Performance measure, index, or indicator is a quantitative or qualitative 
characterization of performance. It consists of five components that are upstream, input, process, 
output and downstream (Sink, 1985).

4. Time effect is the effect of time parameter on response variable or other independent
variables. In this thesis, there are two types of time effect considered. The first one is the direct 
time effect: Y= a + bx + ct and the other is indirect time effect: Y = a + bx + cxt, where a, b, and c 
is constant, x is index variable, and t is time parameter.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides information on the key subjects for this research. The first part
presents a discussion on performance measurement. The topics include meanings, significant,
what to measure, measurement technique and role of performance measurement in management.
Because planning is a fundamental activity of management that leads organization to achieve the
goal, thus planning process should be considered.

The next part of this literature review explains the techniques used for forecasting in order
to set plan. One statistical technique that is used to forecast when factors impact each other as
cause – effect form, as criteria proposed by Sink, is regression analysis.

Finally, the last part of the chapter describes how to use the regression analysis to
construct the model and implication of this model. This part was provided in order to create the
models, which represent the relationship between criteria, and interpret the results from SPSS
program accurately.
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Performance Measurement

The popularity of a performance measurement system has increased tremendously for the
past decade because it plays significant role in managing an organization to success and survive in
highly competitive market.

Performance measurement is a process that involves determining what to measures,
identifying data collection methods and collecting the data. It provides information that enable
organizations to understand their process, know their weaknesses or the point of the problems that
should be corrected and their strengths that should be enhanced, and use to make intelligent
decision. Also, it provides a feedback to show the result of their improvements, decisions, and
operations that whether or not they meet targets or customer requirements.

Performance measurement has been used for a long time. The changes of concepts and
techniques of performance measurement depend on conditions of markets. Formerly, in the
industrial age, a production plant could produce in mass production for an anonymous market that
was far from being saturated and still survive. Thus in this age only the accounting approaches is
used to control the company’s operations and improvement. This meant that it is sufficient to
concentrate on increasing efficiency, productivity and so on, using financial measures as a control
device. Until 1970s the market became highly competitive and customer demanded for more
variety of products, so these traditional concepts used to measure were recognized that they were
no longer relevant for this business environment. From1980s, the shift in emphasis toward
customer focus required broadening the measures a company used to manage its business, and the
field of performance measurement saw a movement away from purely financial indicators
(Cranfield University, 2001).

Because each organization has its structure and operates its business in different ways,
determining organization’s boundary and activities related to operational result in each
organization is different and then the implementation of performance measurement in each
organization is different. Also, performance measurement for an organization can be used in
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several levels such as organizational, departmental, group, individual level and so on.
Kaydos (1991) comments that companies should measure performance at the organizational level
to help themselves achieve their objectives, visions, and established goals. It reflects the overview
or overall of performance such as profitability, quality, competitiveness, and so on that can be
used for:

1. Control and reduce variation of the process

2. Self –Assessment: Measurement can be used to assess how well a process is doing,
including improvements that have been made.

3. Management Assessment: Without measurements there are no way to be certain
a company is meeting value-added objectives or that it is being effective and efficient. The basic 
concept of performance measurement involves goal setting and planning, detecting deviations 
from planned levels of performance, restoring performance to the planned levels or achieving new 
levels of performance (U.S. Department of Energy, 1996).

Goal setting and planning are the most important management process that can lead to the 
organization’s success or failure. Setting goals converts the strategic vision into specific 
performance targets. Goals represent a managerial commitment to achieving specific outcomes 
and results. Information that is used to set goals and directions of an organization should express 
overall past performance of the organization in order for executives to plan and set goals quickly 
and efficiently.  The information, which is important for goal setting and planning, consists of 
external and internal information (Daft, 1992).

Comparing measured organizational performance with goal setting provides the internal 
information. The overall performance enables the executives to know their performance 
capability, their weaknesses, and strengths. Therefore, they will be able to set appropriate new 
goals that are possible to achieve and will also motivate their employees.

Comparing measured organizational performance with competitors’ provides the external 
information. The overall performance makes the executives know the status of their organization 
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in the market. Therefore, they can set good goals and plans that correspond to their status and 
opportunity in the competitive market. These benefits of overall performance enable the 
executives to know both internal and external information that are necessary to set good goals and 
make good plans.

4. Continuous Improvement: Measurements can be used to identify defect sources,
process trends, and defect prevention, and to determine process efficiency and effectiveness, as 
well as opportunities for improvement (U.S. Department of Energy, 1996).

Continuous improvement makes an organization get more trust and business deals from 
customers. Therefore, it is able to compete with other organizations in the market. Continuous 
improvement becomes an essential thing that any organization has to have because ISO 9001 
version 2000 have already included this as a new requirement through Quality Management 
System (QMS). QMS is used to guarantee that an organization will be able to respond to its 
customer’s changes while being able to manage the quality system appropriately. QMS model is 
shown below (Tricker, 2001).

Management
responsibility

Resource
management

Measurement,
analysis and
improvement

Product
Realization

PROCESSINPUT OUTPUT

Customer
Satisfaction

Customer
Requirement

Figure 1 Quality Management System
Source: Tricker (2001)
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From figure 1, Quality Management System can be divided into two parts, manufacturing
and management part. In the manufacturing part, after customers and an organization determine
product requirements, the organization will manufacture the products conforming to the
requirements and then send them to the customers. In the management part, the organization will
measure customer satisfaction as a feedback of overall performance. This feedback will be
analyzed and then improvement method will be proposed. Customer and the company can set new
product requirements over time. The company executives will make decisions to do the resource
management. Production will be done and then its quality confirmed by measuring and analyzing
again. Thus when customer satisfaction changes because products have more defects or customers
simply want to improve their product quality, QMS of the organization will be driven. This will
make sure the continuous improvement occur in the organization over time.

To measure performance, measured boundaries should be determined and the process
should be understood clearly first (Sink, 1985). Without these activities measurement team can’t
identify what to measure correspondingly with company’s goals and then the data collected is
useless and measurement will fail and unfertile. If the data collected correspond with the goals, the
company can use them in management process in order to lead the company to survival and
success. The general step, which starts from preparation to implementation of a performance
measurement, is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2 Performance Measurement Process
Source: Adapted from Sink (1985) and US. Department of Energy (1996)

System Analysis
* Boundary
determination
* Input-Output analysis

Performance Measurement Process

Management
Process
• Planning
• Organizing
• Leading
• Control

* Determining
what to measure
     Dimensions

      Criteria

     Measures

* Identifying

* Collecting the data
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Performance of any organization may be composed of many components; ones that
correspond with its goals are selected. Normally, performance of an organization can be
decomposed to five components: upstream, input, output, process, and outcome or result.

Upstream is the component that deals with the suppliers of an organization. It is the cause
of bottom line (Shaw, 1999). It will be measured when an organization want to control and
improve it so as to enhance the bottom line. For example, the number of suppliers certified with
ISO 9002 is measured so as to guarantee quality of the raw material sent from them. Examination
time used for raw material acceptance and the problem in production line from raw material will
reduce and then the company can make more products and get more revenue.

Input is measured when an organization want to control or improve resources or capital
usage. If it success to control and improve them, the goal will be attained. For example MathSoft,
a famous company that produces software used for solving mathematic problems, uses the number
of PhD staffs as a measure because it believes that the more PhD staffs it has, the more innovative
products will gain and then the customer will satisfy and they are willing to pay for its products
(McCaulcy, 1999).

Output is measured when an organization want to know that the output it gain whether or
not reach the targets. Or it wants to control the output because it is a key factor that its customers
need. For example Sun Microsystem Inc., a service company that provides and set networks, use
system uptime of the network of its customer as a measure only because its customers use. It
thinks that if the customers used this measure so this measure is a key factor that they concern.
And if it can serve them this factor, the customer will satisfy its service (McCaulcy, 1999).

Bouckaert (1990) recommends that an organization should not emphasis on only input or
output. It should measure input relate to output in order to prevent attending the goal with
inefficiency or using the target set resource with ineffectiveness.
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The process should be measured when an organization want to keep track of the causes of
operation result in order to control or improve. Normally, the process will be measured and then
link to the result in order that the company can improve it correspond with the result their need
(Viken, 1995).

Viken, (1995) comments that outcomes or results need to be measured in order to assess
the effectiveness and success of the processes that lead to them. They should be measured when
the process is kept in track and the performer is already displaying the right behavior because
when an organization strongly emphasis on results, performer may do illegal and morally
reprehensible behaviors to reach that goals that will destroy improvement of an organization in
long term.

But a measurement that focuses on outcomes such as customer satisfaction may mislead
the executive if they can’t reflect or predict customer buying behavior and perception on products.
And if customer satisfaction data don’t predict healthy financial result, they are useless in helping
the executives to manage its organization better (Brown, 2003).

An organization always constructs a criterion, or a perspective, its definition of which is
used to guide in constructing indexes, from many components. Also, it normally uses many
criteria to express its performance. These criteria are constructed depend on perspective of each
person. For example Haper (1984) constructed seven criteria by considering only input and output,
not cover upstream, process, and outcome. These criteria are productivity, unit cost, price, factor
proportion, cost proportion, product mix and input allocation. But Sink (1985) and Kaplan and
Norton (1996) constructed their criteria by concerning all of five components said above. Even
though, Sink and Kaplan and Norton still have different idea in defining their criteria. Sink as an
engineer concerns outcome in only quantities form such as profitability and proposes that the
relationship between criteria is one-way or cause effect relationship, while Kaplan and Norton as
administrators concern outcome in both quantitative form such as financial perspective and
qualitative form such as customer satisfaction and proposes that the relationship between
perspective is two-way relationship, which is illustrated in figure 3.
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Figure 3 Four Perspectives of the Organizational Performance
Source: Kaplan and Norton (1996)

Because the relationship between and among perspectives proposed by Kaplan and
Norton is two-way relationship, constructing the mathematical equations, which represent the
relationship between criteria that is a significant tool used for planning, is complicate and may be
explained by many equations. This will confuse the planners. Contrast to Sink’s, planning by
using mathematical model is practical.

Sink (1985) proposes that there are seven criteria used in organization system
performance measurement. These criteria are efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, profitability,
quality of work life, quality, and innovation. A hypothetical cause and effect relationship between
and among organizational system performance criteria is shown in figure 4.

An organizational system will
likely have to maintain:

It will likely be:

EFFECTIVE

EFFICIENT

QUALITY

PRODUCTIVITY
EXCELLENCE

SURVIVAL,
GROWTH

PROFITABILITY

QUALITY OF
WORK LIFE

If an organizational
system is: It will likely be:

In order to “ survive” in the
long term

INNOVATION

and

Customer
“To achieve our vision how should we

appear to our customer?”

Internal Business Process
“To satisfy our shareholders and
customers, what business processes
must we excel at?”

Vision and Strategy

Learning and Growth
“To achieve our vision, how will we sustain our

ability to change and improve?”

Financial
“To succeed financially how should we appear

to our shareholders?”
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Figure 4 Hypothetical Cause and Effect Relationships among Organizational Performance Criteria
Source: Sink (1985)

Productivity is a popular criterion. The productivity measurement has increased
significantly. It is significant for every level such as macro, micro, and organizational level, and so
on. At macro level, productivity can express growth and wealthiness of the country. At micro
level, productivity is concerned as a significant prerequisite for profitability. The industrial
standard of productivity is calculated. When an organization compares its productivity with this
standard, the situation and position of an organization will be known. If its productivity falls
below this standard, the organization needs an improvement because it means that organization
competitiveness is decreasing. At organizational level, total productivity is calculated to assess its
performance (Bouckaert, 1990).

Sink (1985) defines productivity as the relationship between quantities of outputs from a
given system and quantities of inputs, which are used to produce that outputs, such as labor,
capital, material, energy, data, and so on. Outputs of an organization can be services or goods
depending on characteristic of that organization. The relationship can be expressed in ratio that is
output over input (O / I) in studied period and can be illustrated in figure 5.

Transformations

System

O
I

Productivity

Input:
   Labor
   Capital

       -Equipment
      -Facilities
      - Etc.
   Energy

      Materials
Data

Output:
    Goods
    Services
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Figure 5 General Productivity Concept
Source: Sink (1985)

Base on the definition said above, productivity can be focused on two parts, inputs and
outputs. Productivity increased may indicate that the system consumes fewer inputs in order to
produce higher or the same level of outputs. It means that unit cost will be decreased and thereby
capability  of competition will be increased that leads to organization’s survival and growth.

Traditionally, both the time domain and the number of component factors measured are
considered in calculating the productivity ratio. In the time domain, both static and dynamic
measures of productivity are used. Static measures are used to calculate the productivity ratio for a
particular point in time whereas; dynamic measures are used to evaluate changes in productivity
across a selected time unit. Both static and dynamic measures of productivity can vary in their
level of complexity depending upon the number of components measured. For example Sink
(1983), suggests three levels of complexity determined by the number of factors used to construct
the productivity ratio.

1. Partial-factor measures include only one class of resource used to produce output.
2. Multifactor measures include several classes of resources used to produce output.
3. Total factor measures include all type of resources used to produce output.
Sumanth (1998) suggests that measuring total factor productivity is a significant activity

because it plays an important role in Total Quality Management that makes organization improve
its performance continuously in order to succeed. However measurement total factor productivity
is very complex. USA. TODAY (2002) proposes simple formula, Total Factor Productivity (TFP)
formula, which can be used for calculating total factor productivity expressed in dynamic
indicator. By only concerning percentage change in revenue per employee, the effect of
investment on productivity, and change in assets per employee, increasing or decreasing
percentage of total productivity can be measured. However these data are hard to measure and
vary in different company.
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When the organization considers productivity improvement, such consideration can take
place if and only if the following condition are made to exist:

Productivity  = Outputs
  Inputs

1. Output increases while input remains constant;

2. Output increases while input decreases;

3. Output constant while input decreases;

4. Output increases in higher rate than input;

5. Output decrease in lower rate than input;

To increase and improve productivity, a productivity management process is a neccessity.
Sumanth (1998)  proposes productivity management process, productivity cycle, used to increase
and improve productivity as shown in figure 6. The process starts from measuring productivity
level of an organization. And then, it is evaluated and used for planning for  future productivity
level, which  is higher or at least the same level. Finally an organization should find the way to
increase their productivity level such as adjusting process or  providing new technology to gain
more output, or reducing inefficient material usage.

Improvement
* Technology Based
* Material Based
* Employee Based
* Product Based
* Process Based

Planning
* Long-Term
* Short-Term

Evaluation
* Within a Given Time Period
* Between two periods

Measurement
* By Product
* By Customer
* By Department
* By Plant/ Division
* By Firm/ Company
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Figure 6 Productivity Cycle
Source: Sumanth (1998)

Profitability is one of the most significant criteria. It is used for identifying financial
status of an organization that express security, wealthiness, and capability for survival of an
organization. This is very essential because if a company does not know its financial status, it
cannot set appropriate goals and efficient plans to compete with competitors. Profitability can be
considered into two perspectives as following.

In accounting and administrative view, profitability ratios show the combined effects of
liquidity (Will the firm be able to meet its maturing obligations?), asset management (It is
designed to measure how effectively the firm is managing its assets), and debt management (It is
designed to measure how effectively the firm is managing its debts) on operating results. It
composes of four ratios that are profit margin on sales, basic earning power, return on total assets,
and return on common equity or return on the stockholders’ investment. Profitability ratios
analysis should be dealt in the large company that sold their stock in the stock exchange such as
corporative not for partnership (Brigham and Gapenski, 1988).

In engineering view, profitability is not complicate as in accounting and administrative
view, because it does not concern about equity and dividends. Thanks to its non-complicate, a
small and medium enterprise such as partnership can calculate it and use as a goal.  Sink (1985)
defines profitability as the relationship between revenue and cost—or revenue divided by cost.
Revenue is defined as money that an organization obtains from selling its products and services.
Cost is defined as money that the organization uses to produce its products. It implicates that the
ability of organization to make the profit or to get revenue more or equal to cost in ratio in any
condition. For example, in inflation condition the cost will increase. If the organization can still
get their revenue in the same or higher ratio compared to its normal condition as before, it can be
said that the organization has high profitability.
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Profitability acts as an important goal of partnership (Daft, 1992). The partnership has
four disadvantages that are unlimited liability, limited life of the organization, difficulty of
transferring ownership, and difficulty of raising large amounts of capital. The first three
disadvantages cause the fourth; the difficulty partnerships have in attracting substantial amounts of
capital. This is no particular problem for a slow-growing business, but if a business’s products
really catch on and it needs to raise large amounts of capital to expand and thus capitalize on its
opportunities, the difficulty in raising large amounts of capital becomes a real drawback. Thus the
main way-out that partnership can gain more capital is to make more profitability (Brigham and
Gapenski, 1988).

To attain established profitability level, the process lead to them should be investigated
and then the linkage between them should be created. Productivity is concerned as a main criterion
that expresses performance of process and often related to profitability. Because, if productivity
increases, unit cost will decrease and then company can sell the product at lower or the same price
and still gain profit. The mathematical equation, which represents a relationship between cause
and effect, is a planning tool that can portray the linkage between productivity and profitability
clearly.

The model, which is constructed to relate profitability to process that lead to it, is hardly
new. What is new to some extent is what should be concerned to be cause variables in order to
make this model fit with each organization. The model first invented by the American Productivity
Center (APC), Profitability = Productivity + Price recovery, includes only productivity and price
recovery as cause variables. The effect of productivity and price recovery in terms of quantities
effect and price effect was considered as shown in figure 7. The result of this model expresses
profitability change in ratio not in terms of money that managers who read that result don’t
familiar. So Miller improved this model by expressing the result in terms of money (Miller, 1984).
Whereas; Rao (2000) improves and extends the implementation of this model by using simplex
method in order to set target and plan for profit goal.

       Quantities of output Price of products
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Profitability = Productivity + Price recovery

                                Quantities of input Price of Resources

Figure 7 The Relationship between Profitability, Productivity, and Price recovery

Tatje and Lovell (1999) propose that there is one more factor that affects profitability,
which is activity effect, should be concerned. The diagram used to express this idea is shown in
figure 8.

Figure 8 Profit Decomposition Diagram
Source: Tatje and Lovell (1999)

But, Sink (1985) proposes that there are many other factors, not only one more factor, that
effect on profitability, which are shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9 MFPMM Conceptual Framework
Source: Sink (1985)

For creating each index in each criterion, which is often shown in ratio, many measures
may be used. Characteristic of good measures that can be used for management appropriately can
be concluded as following.

1. Measures should reflect the activities of an organization or what organization done
(McCaulcy, 1999)

2. Measures should not conflict with goal. For example Broan emphasis on improving
customer satisfaction that is on-time delivery so the measure should be changed from earned-hour
to throughput. (Santowski and Podzunas, 1998).

3. Measures of departments in an organization should not impact each other because
overall goal can’t be attained from combination of confliction of components’ goal (Hoffecker and
Goldenberg, 1994).

Shaw (1999) proposes that measures should not be selected by emphasis on any
dimensions instead they should be balanced. Financial measures express operational results clearly
because they can be represented by single measure. However these measures make manager
emphasis on short-term goals rather than long-term goals for example manager may cut off R&D
cost that is necessary for long-term goals to attain short- term goals in terms of profit. Thus non-
financial measures should be used to reflect activities of an organization to lead to better
management.

For measuring performance of an organization, many indexes in selected criteria are used.
But the more number of the indexes used, the more confused the executives will get because the
executives can’t concentrate on the significant one in specific time. To reduce this problem,
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integration of indexes in each criterion is necessary and essential. Sink (1985) proposes an
effective technique used for integrating indexes, which is called Multi-criteria Performance
Measurement Technique (MCPMT). This technique will combine the weighted score indexes in
linearity. It is a flexible technique, which can be adjusted to fit with each organization; because it
enables executives to weight their indexes correspond with real case in their company.

There are many obstacles to measure performance of organization. These may cause from
person who is measured fears that evaluator has bias evaluation, misinterpret the data, tie the
performance with the reward, and so on. These problems can be reduces through implementation
of six steps below (Tuttle and Sink, 1984).

1. Construct an organization diagram used to help participants view the organization
abstractly in terms of inputs, outputs, impacts, etc.

2. Determine goal of an organization and transform this goal to lower level through
co-determine between higher-level manager and that level participants.

3. Each level develops its indicators that correspond with the goal.
4. Manager at that level review proposed indicators to refine crude indicator or reduce

unnecessary indicator.
5. Establish baseline weights and desired performance levels.
6. Collecting, analyzing and interpretation the data.

Even those six steps are passed, the data can be wrong. The wrong data occur from
incorrect report, cover the truth result, etc, thus evaluator should consider this point before using
this information in management.

Sink et al. (1989) propose the role of performance measurement that it is a part of the
management process. The Management System Model proposed consists of three elements as
“Who manages”, “What is managed”, and “What we manage with”. The relationships on these
three elements are measurement, perception and portrayal, and decision for operation. The
management team makes a decision for “ what is managed”, that is organizational system.
Performance measurement is undertaken on “ what is managed” to gather the data by specific
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performance criteria, measures, and unit dimensions. The data from performance measurement is
converted to portage of information and feedback to the management team to make a decision
once again.

Figure10 Management Systems Model
Source: Sink et al. (1989)

Management is a necessary process used to manage operation of an organization in order
to achieve organization’s goal. Nahmias (1997) proposes that generally management process
consist of four parts:

1. Planning: determining what is to be achieved, setting goals, and identifying
appropriate action steps.

2. Organizing: allocating and arranging human and material resources in appropriate
combination to implement plans

3. Leading: guiding the work efforts of other people in directions appropriate to action
plans.

4. Controlling: monitoring performance, comparing results to goals, and taking
corrective actions.

Planning

Who manages=
Management team

What we manage with
= Tool to convert data to information

Perception Portrayal

What is managed = Organization System

MeasurementDecisions
DataAction

Input
Value-added

processes Outputs
Downstream

Systems
Upstream
Systems

Productivity =   Outputs
                          Inputs
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Bovee et al. (1993) suggests that planning is the most fundamental part of the
management process because the other three management functions (organizing, leading, and
controlling) all involve efforts to achieve the goals set in the planning process.

Planning is a the process of determining where the organization should be in the future
and then selecting and implementing the most effective set of actions to achieve that future state.
Bovee et al. (1993) proposes planning process as a process that obtains plans, which is used in the
others management part later. The organizational planning process begins with formulate or
review the organizational mission to make participates clear about objective, dominance, and
scope of organization. After that goals fulfilling the mission will be establish. The missions and
goals are not developed in isolation. They are affected by an assessment of environmental threats
and opportunities and strengths and weaknesses that is provided by information generated from
performance measurement (Hellriegel et al., 2002). Finally, plan will be prepared to achieve that
goal.  The relationship between mission, goal, and plan in the organizational planning process is
shown in figure 11.

Figure11 Mission, Goals, and Plans in the Organizational Planning Process
Source: Bovee et al. (1993)

After goal and plan are set, relationship between them and activities should be
constructed.The method that is usually used is Management by objective(MBO). MBO process
begin with setting goals and plans at lower level by members at that level and higher managers.
Then that plans are implemented. The result of implementation that plans will be measured in
order to ensure implementation of plans as intended and to evaluate the results achieved though
those plans. And this information will be reviewed and evaluated later in order to revise goal and
improve plan next time.

Mission Goals Plans Performance
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Plans determine current actions that will lead to the future results represented by their
organizational goals, so planning tools that used to predict future result of current decision-making
are necessary. Planning tools such as Forecasting, Break-even analysis, and Project planning tool
can be used to support in planning process.

Forecasting is the process of predicting future environmental conditions based on current
data, research, and past experience. There are two approaches in forecasting, qualitative
forecasting and quantitative forecasting.

Qualitative forecasting is a method based on individual judgments or committee
agreements about future events or conditions. Techniques under this approach are Delphi group
technique, Technological forecasting, The Jury of Executive Opinion, Sales Force Composite, etc.
This approach uses descriptive form to describes the result of planning that have many
disadvantages such as the difficulty to analyze, predict, and determine the trend of the result of
decision. Quantitative forecasting used the mathematical form to describes the result of planning
can compensate these disadvantages.

Quantitative forecasting is a mathematical method of analyzing the results of historical
data to determine a pattern that can be projected into the future. It can be used in a broad spectrum
of planning situations, including marketing and financial planning, quantitative forecasting (Bovee
et al., 1993). Two common forms are as following.

1. Time-series methods uses historical patterns and sequences to predict how they are
likely to recur in a future period. Four frequently used types of time-series models are

1.1  Level Model is applicable when the actual output of target measure per
period is relatively constant over time around a fixed but unknown value A.

1.2  Trend Model is applicable when the actual output of target measure per
period shows a generally increasing or decreasing pattern over time.

1.3   Seasonal Model is applicable when the actual output of target measure has a
pattern that repeats every N periods for some value of N (which is at least 3).

1.4 Trend-Seasonal Model is applicable when the actual output of target measure
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exhibits both a linear trend as well as a seasonal effect. (Levin et al., 1982).

2. Causal models predict the behavior of one variable, known as the dependent variable,
on the basis of the past interaction of other variables, known as the independent variables. Three
frequently used types of causal models are

2.1 Regression analysis uses mathematical equations to predict the behavior of
the dependent variable on the basis of the current fluctuation of one or more known independent
variables. The detail for this technique will be discussed in next part of this literature.

2.2 Econometric models is a system of regression equations that together predict
how interrelated variables will affect the economy, the organization, and the organization’s
industry. Although econometric models are useful for understanding complex-relationships among
multiple variables, they are difficult, expensive, and time-consuming to develop, so they are not
generally developed by individual managers.

2.3 Lead indicators are variables that are correlated with the movements of a
broad economic phenomenon, but they tend to occur in advance of that phenomenon (Bovee et al.,
1993).

Montgomery et al., 1990 comments that forecasting systems should use a combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods. The statistical methods are used to routinely analyze
historical data and prepare a forecast. This lends objectivity to the system and results in effective
organization of the information content of historical data. The statistical forecast then will be used
as an input to a subjective evaluation by informed managers, who may modify the forecast in view
of other relevant information and their perception of the future.

Planning may fail either the planner lacks knowledge of the company, takes an unrealistic
approach, and try to achieve too much too soon or there are resistances to planning. To prevent
cause of failure, plans should be completely explained and discussed to make commitment before
introducing and implementing. The planner has to ensure the managers about efficiency of
forecasting tools used. And the planner has to show that the goals are realistic and that managers
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will not be held accountable for meeting them if an unexpected situation makes attainment of them
impossible (Dale, 1969).

Determining the Relationship between Variables by Using Regression Model

According to Draper and Smith (1998), Regression analysis is statistical method that is
used for determining the relationship between dependent variables (response variables, Y) and
independent variables (predictor variables, Xi) by regression model. Regression models consist of
two types:

1. Linear Regression model: that the model expresses by Y =  β1 X + β0

2. Nonlinear Regression model: that the model expresses by exponential equation or
logarithm equation or quadratic equation or etc.

Linear Regression model can be divided to two types that are simple linear regression
model (one response y depends on one regressor variable) and multiple linear regression model
(one response y depends on more than one regressor variables). These two types can be expressed
in General linear regression model, which is expressed in matrix form by Y =   Xβ +  ε.
Where           Y is an (n  x 1 ) vector of response observations,

          X is an (n x p) matrix of regressor observations,
          β is a (p x 1) vector of coefficient parameters,
          ε is an (n x 1) vector of errors,

and where E (ε)= 0, V(ε)=Iσ2, so the elements of ε are incorrect.

The first step for fitting regression model is constructing scatter plot in order to roughly
evaluate intensity and direction of relationship between variables. Next the least square estimate of
β ,which is the value of b, is solved from the normal equations (X’X)b=X’Y. At this point
regression model, Y = b0+b1x1 +b2x2+ …+ bpxp, is set. After that F-value is considered to check
significance of the model. Usually, the statistics uses the significant level (α) of F-statistic at
0.05. The equation is significant when its F-value is less than 0.05. F-value can be obtained by

∧
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solving from MS regression / MS residual. Just significant regression may not predict well. It does not
necessarily mean that the equation is useful for predictive purpose. Unless the range of values
predicted by the fitted equation is considerably greater than the size of the random error,
prediction will often be of no value even though a “significant” F-value has been obtained, since
the equation will be “ fitted to the errors” only. The R-square statistic of each equation is used for
identifying the goodness of the equation. R-square statistic shows that the set of variable Xs with
their coefficient in equation could estimate how many percentage of the variation of variable Y
about its mean value. The higher value of R-square the equation has, the better it is. At this point
the good models will be selected from fitted models.  Finally, the conformation to the assumption
of regression model will be checked. If the model can’t pass this step, the other forms of the
variable such as change from X to 1/X, ex , and so on should be considered (that is the relationship
should be represented in nonlinear regression model). If the fitted models are passed all steps, the
models represent the relationship of variable appropriately (Draper and Smith, 1998).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter provides an overview on the research methodology including the data
collection, analysis approaches, and a concept used to test applicability of the models.

Materials

The materials for this research can be categorized into two groups. They are as follows.

1. Hardware

A personnel computer, CPU Pentium II, Ram 32MB, is used to process the raw data,
analyze the data, and evaluate the statistical results.
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2. Software

2.1 The Microsoft Excel is used to create indexes and combine indexes, which are
required for fitting regression model.

2.2 The SPSS 9.05 for windows program is used to analyze statistical data, form
regression models, and evaluate the models.

2.3  Microsoft Word is used to create this research document.

Methods

This section discusses on data collection, approaches used to analyze the data by using
Multi Criteria Performance Measurement Technique (MCPMT) and to analyze the information
obtained from MCPMT by using regression analysis, and the concept used to test applicability of
the models selected. The relationship of these three processes and its end result is illustrated in
figure 12.

Figure12 The Research Methodology and End Result
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The actual data were retrieved from the performance report of the company, which is
labor- and material- intensive company and produces many kinds of jigs and fixtures used in
industry, from June 2001 to June 2002. The data are divided into two parts.

1.1 Data of productivity indexes. Productivity indexes are output-to-input ratios, or
products-to-resources ratios, such as the ratios of products-to-labor, products-to-raw materials, and
so on. For the studied company, there are many products; so the company used value of the
products instead of products produced. In this case value of the products can be concerned as
revenue gained because this company is make-to-order company, which produces the products
only when its customer orders are obtained and then sells all of these products to the customer.
Key Performance Indexes (KPI) verified and selected by the company are revenue/ labor,
revenue/materials, revenue/ utility and so on.

1.2 Data of profitability indexes. Profitability indexes are outcome-to-input ratios such as
the ratios of revenue-to- labor cost, revenue-to-material cost, net income-to-cost, and so on.
Profitability-related KPI selected and verified by the company are the ratio of revenue-to-cost,
profit-to-revenue, and profit-to-cost.

After collecting these indexes, data collected should be considered for validity of the data.
The data that correspond with the objective of application of the company and inform the planners
more clearly will be selected.

2. Analysis Plan

The plan can be divided into two parts. The first part is an analysis of the data under
MCPMT approach, while the second part is determining and evaluating the models under
regression analysis approach.

2.1 Analysis of the data under MCPMT approach. For this research, the MCPMT will be
used to combine the indexes in each part of data, which is required to study, or used as variables,
in next part of analysis. It consists of three steps shown below.
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2.1.1 Rate and weight the indexes. The indexes representing productivity and
profitability will be assigned the weight. Top priority index is assigned with high rate and weight.
Assigning weight and rate should correspond with objective or goal of organization. It may be
assigned by using Nominal Group Technique so as to make consensus.

2.1.2  Select a common performance scale. Select the preference scale range from
0 to 10, 100, etc. The natural scales are designed so that one end corresponds to a 0 (worst
performance), and the other end to a maximum limit determined (10, 100, etc); a half way is
“acceptable performance”. And then, the three points are plot in X-Y plan, which X-axis
represents natural scale and Y-axis represents performance scale.  A preference curve is expressed
by drawing the straight-line pass these three points.

2.1.3 Combination of indexes consists of 3 sub-steps as follows.

2.1.3.1 Use interpolation method to transform common scale of each
index to performance scale from preference curve.

2.1.3.2 Multiply each performance scale with its weight. The output of
this step is called weighted score

2.1.3.3 The weighted score of indexed needed in next part will be
summed in linearity, which is called Sum weighted score.

2.2 Analysis of Regression Model. In this part, SPSS 9.05 for windows is used to
form and evaluate the regression equations, which use sum-weighted scores obtained from early
part as variables. There are five steps as follows.

2.2.1 Identify forms of relationships that will be studied, the independent
variables, and response variables in each form. Forms of interrelationships, which will be studied,
are divided into three series and each series are divided into two parts. The first part considers
effect of overall productivity index on dependent variable and the other considers effect of each
single factor productivity index on dependent variable. The form of variables (1st order, 2nd order,
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and interaction) in each part of each series would be different depend on shape of scatter plot in
next step.

Table1. The Interesting Forms of Interrelationships

Where: PROF is overall profitability index. ILAB is indirect labor productivity
PFR is profit-to-revenue ratio. DLAB is direct labor productivity
PFC is profit-to-cost ratio. MAT is material productivity index
PROD is overall Productivity index UTI is utility productivity
TIME is time parameter

 Models obtained from the first series will be used when the executives need to plan for
overall profitability, which concern both input-effect (cost-effect) and downstream-effect
(revenue-effect). Models obtained from the second series will be used when executives need to
emphasize on downstream. This may be caused by increasing of competition in their market,
which affect to revenue of the company. Models obtained from the second group will enable the
executives to set cause-variable in order to attain their profit-to-revenue level. Models obtained
from the third series will be used when executives need to emphasize on input. The case that input
should be emphasized are increasing or reducing of cost of resource, controlling cost, and so on.
Models obtained from the last series will enable the executives to set cause-variable in order to
attain their profit-to cost level.

2.2.2 Plot scatter plot of variables in each form of the model. X-axis represents
independent variables. Y-axis represents independent variables.

2.2.3 Consider correlation of variables and types of relationship of these

Part Independent Variable(s)
Series1 Series2 Series3

1 PROD, TIME PROF PFR PFC
2 ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, TIME PROF PFR PFC

Dependent Variable
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variables.

2.2.4      Fitting the Regression Equation by using the computer software, SPSS
9.05 for windows, to solve the coefficient of each prediction variable. And then, the significance
of the models will be tested. The models, which have F-value larger than F-statistic, are the
significant models.

2.2.5 The Evaluating the Regression Models. For this research, Adjusted R-
square Statistics mentioned in Chapter 2 of each equation was used to identify the goodness of the
equation. The higher value of R-square meant the better equation. The model that has the highest
value of R-square in each part of each series will be selected.

3. Test for Validity and Applicability of the Research Findings

For this part, the selected regression models will be reviewed the company’s executives.
They give opinion on the capability of integration the models into the company’s planning
process, which is used to validate the model. This part is conducted because the result for the real
world application needed to be verified.

RESULTS
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This section demonstrates the results after having tested the proposed interrelationship
forms, which relate productivity to profitability. There are two parts of the results, which is shown
in figure 13. They are the result of the analysis of the suitability of the interrelationship forms and
the result of the test for validity and applicability of the research findings for planning.

Figure13 The Structure of results obtained
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For this part, there are two sub-parts. They are the result of combination of indexes under
MCPMT approach, and the result of analysis of regression models.

Results of Combination of Indexes under MCPMT Approach

For this part, the collected productivity indexes and profitability indexes having passed
considering of validity of the data (see Appendix A) was used in the MCPMT. The steps of
combination are as follows.

1. Rate and Weight the indexes. In this research, each index is assigned with the same rate
and weight by the executives of the company. If there are n indexes, the weight of each index will
equal 1 / n.

1.1 Productivity- Related Indexes.  In this criterion, there are five indexes used.
Four of them are single factor productivity indexes, which represent Indirect Labor, Direct Labor,
Material, and Utility Productivity Index.  The other is Overall Productivity Index, which is
combination of these four indexes. Each of four indexes has the same level of impact to overall
productivity, so the weight for each of four indexes is 1/4.

1.2 Profitability-Related Indexes.  In this criterion, there are three indexes used.
Two of them are Profit-to- Cost and Profit-to-Revenue. The other is Overall Profitability Index
that is the combination of these two indexes. Each of two indexes has the same level of impact to
overall profitability, so the weight for each of four indexes is 1/2.

2. Select a common performance scale. In order to make the scale easy to understand, the
preference scale range from 0 to 100 is selected. The natural scales are designed so that one end
corresponds to a 0 (worst performance) and the other end to a maximum limit determined (100); a
half way is “acceptable performance” (50) which is average of each index (X bar). The calculation
for average of each index in each criterion is shown in Appendix B. And the preference scale of
each index in each criterion is shown in table 2.
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Table 2. The Common Performance Scale Range of Each Index

Plot the three points of preference scale of each index in X-Y plan which X-axis
represents natural scale and Y-axis represents performance scale. Preference curve are constructed
by drawing the straight-line pass these three points. The example of preference curve of Indirect
Labor Productivity Index is shown in figure 14, while the others are shown in Appendix B.

Y                        0                         50                          100
X                   4.410                    13.742                    18.100

Scale
Min                        X                         Max

Criteria

0.0                        50.0                      100.0
1. Productivity
              Indirect Labor productivity Index             4.41                  13.742                    18.10

Direct Labor Productivity Index              10.06                 13.566                    16.49
Material Productivity Index                      6.71                  12.408                    18.63

 Utility Productivity Index                         4.84                    8.209                    12.97

2. Profitability
Profit-to-Revenue Index                            0.13                   0.217                       0.28
Profit-to-Cost Index                                  0.14                   0.280                       0.39
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Figure 14. The Example of Preference Curve of Indirect Labor Productivity Index

3. Combine the indexes.

3.1. Transform the natural scale of each index of each criterion to common scale
by interpolation (see Appendix B).

3.2 Multiply common scale of each index of each criterion by its weight obtained
from step 1. The output of this step is called weighted score.

3.3  Sum the weighted score of indexes correspond to each criterion in each
month. The output of this step is the overall productivity index and overall profitability index.
They are used to express overall performance of each criterion (see table 3 and 4).

0

50

100

0 5 10 15 20
Indirect Labor Productivity Index

Sc
ale
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Table 3. The Sum Weighted Score of Overall Productivity Index (PROD)

Table 4. The Sum Weighted Score of Overall Profitability Index (PROF)

Weight Sum Weighted
ILAB DLAB MAT UTI Score (PROD )

June 2001 72 .00 35 .22 3.16 19 .44 1/4 32 .46
July 2001 62 .48 5.85 86 .18 44 .22 1/4 49 .68
August 2001 100 .00 66 .65 64 .72 0.00 1/4 57 .84
September 2001 63 .40 100 .00 0.00 47 .64 1/4 52 .76
October 2001 78 .43 82 .90 9.04 76 .89 1/4 61 .82
November 2001 62 .14 66 .14 56 .21 49 .12 1/4 58 .40
December 2001 62 .71 83 .93 100 .00 70 .17 1/4 79 .20
January 2002 68 .33 85 .29 31 .24 100 .00 1/4 71 .22
February 2002 71 .66 64 .43 73 .48 63 .24 1/4 68 .20
March 2002 31 .40 30 .09 20 .71 40 .22 1/4 30 .60
April 2002 0.00 34 .37 21 .94 49 .57 1/4 26 .47
May 2002 45 .86 28 .24 90 .60 35 .02 1/4 49 .93
June 2002 33 .49 0.00 74 .69 8.90 1/4 29 .27

Month Index ( Common Scale )

Weight Sum Weighted
PFR PFC Score (PROF )

June 2001 17 .26 17 .86 1/2 17 .56
July 2001 52 .44 46 .43 1/2 49 .43
August 2001 100 .00 100 .00 1/2 100 .00
September 2001 76 .22 77 .27 1/2 76 .75
October 2001 76 .22 72 .73 1/2 74 .47
November 2001 76 .22 72 .73 1/2 74 .47
December 2001 84 .15 86 .36 1/2 85 .25
January 2002 92 .07 90 .91 1/2 91 .49
February 2002 76 .22 68 .18 1/2 72 .20
March 2002 0.00 0.00 1/2 0.00
April 2002 23 .01 25 .00 1/2 24 .00
May 2002 34 .51 32 .14 1/2 33 .33
June 2002 5.75 7.14 1/2 6.45

Month Index ( Common Scale )
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Result of Analysis of Regression Models

In this part, SPSS 9.05 for windows is used to form and evaluate the regression equations.
There are five steps as follows.

1. Gather the variables used in all series of proposed interrelationship forms (see table1).
All variables used for regression analysis including: two sum-weighted scores of overall
productivity and profitability indexes, the common scales of the other indexes, and time are shown
in table 5.

Table 5. All Variables Used for Regression Analysis

2. Plot scatter plot of variables in each form of the model. X-axis represents independent
variables. Y-axis represents independent variables. The example of scatter plot of indirect labor
index of the first series, which is the plotting between independent variable, ILAB, and dependent
variable, PROF, is shown in figure 15, while the others are shown in Appendix C.

TIME ILAB DLAB MAT UTI PROD PFR PFC PROF
June 2001 1 72 .00 35 .22 3.16 19 .44 32 .46 17 .26 17 .86 17 .56
July 2001 2 62 .48 5.85 86 .18 44 .22 49 .68 52 .44 46 .43 49 .43
August 2001 3 100 .00 66 .65 64 .72 0.00 57 .84 100 .00 100 .00 100 .00
September 2001 4 63 .40 100 .00 0.00 47 .64 52 .76 76 .22 77 .27 76 .75
October 2001 5 78 .43 82 .90 9.04 76 .89 61 .82 76 .22 72 .73 74 .47
November 2001 6 62 .14 66 .14 56 .21 49 .12 58 .40 76 .22 72 .73 74 .47
December 2001 7 62 .71 83 .93 100 .00 70 .17 79 .20 84 .15 86 .36 85 .25
January 2002 8 68 .33 85 .29 31 .24 100 .00 71 .22 92 .07 90 .91 91 .49
February 2002 9 71 .66 64 .43 73 .48 63 .24 68 .20 76 .22 68 .18 72 .20
March 2002 10 31 .40 30 .09 20 .71 40 .22 30 .60 0.00 0.00 0.00
April 2002 11 0.00 34 .37 21 .94 49 .57 26 .47 23 .01 25 .00 24 .00
May 2002 12 45 .86 28 .24 90 .60 35 .02 49 .93 34 .51 32 .14 33 .33
June 2002 13 33 .49 0.00 74 .69 8.90 29 .27 5.75 7.14 6.45

Dependent Variables (Y)Independent Variables (X)Month
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Figure 15. Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (PROD) and Dependent Variable (PROF)

The scatter plots between each variable excepting time parameter shows that the
alignment of the points can be estimated to be a straight line. This means that each variable
excepting time parameter may linearly relate to all dependent variables except time parameter.

3. Consider correlation of variables. Correlation of variables (ρ) is used to tell that
whether a relationship between them is linear. The closer to 1 of ρ is, the more possible the
relationship is linear relationship. Hypothesis Testing used to test for linear relationship is H0: ρ =
0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0. If the null hypothesis is rejected, or p-value is less than 0.05, the relationship
between variables investigated is linear relationship.

7. Consider correlation of variables of series 1 of the interrelationship forms.
Table6. Correlations of Variables of Series1

Correlations

1.000 .511 .066 .029 .649* -.696** .718**
. .074 .830 .926 .016 .008 .006

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.511 1.000 -.297 .560* .724** -.303 .807**
.074 . .324 .046 .005 .314 .001

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.066 -.297 1.000 -.128 .351 .268 .142
.830 .324 . .677 .239 .376 .644

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.029 .560* -.128 1.000 .607* .070 .431
.926 .046 .677 . .028 .820 .141

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.649* .724** .351 .607* 1.000 -.229 .885**
.016 .005 .239 .028 . .452 .000

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
-.696** -.303 .268 .070 -.229 1.000 -.419
.008 .314 .376 .820 .452 . .155

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.718** .807** .142 .431 .885** -.419 1.000
.006 .001 .644 .141 .000 .155 .

13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ILAB

DLAB

MAT

UTI

PROD

TIME

PROF

ILAB DLAB MAT UTI PROD TIME PROF

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*. 

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 
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According to table 6, p-values of testing correlations between dependent variable (PROF),
and all independent variables (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, PROD, TIME) are 0.006, 0.001, 0.644,
0.141, 0.00, and 0.155 in order. P-values that are less than 0.05 are the p-value of testing
correlation between PROF and ILAB, PROF and DLAB, and PROF and PROD; so reject H0, or
these relationships are linear relationships.

3.2 Consider Correlation of Variables of Series 2 of the interrelationship forms.

Table7. Correlations of Variables of Series2

Correlations

1.000 .511 .066 .029 .649* -.696** .725**
. .074 .830 .926 .016 .008 .005

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.511 1.000 -.297 .560* .724** -.303 .796**
.074 . .324 .046 .005 .314 .001

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.066 -.297 1.000 -.128 .351 .268 .153
.830 .324 . .677 .239 .376 .618

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.029 .560* -.128 1.000 .607* .070 .438
.926 .046 .677 . .028 .820 .134

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.649* .724** .351 .607* 1.000 -.229 .891**
.016 .005 .239 .028 . .452 .000

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
-.696** -.303 .268 .070 -.229 1.000 -.420
.008 .314 .376 .820 .452 . .153

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.725** .796** .153 .438 .891** -.420 1.000
.005 .001 .618 .134 .000 .153 .

13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ILAB

DLAB

MAT

UTI

PROD

TIME

PFR

ILAB DLAB MAT UTI PROD TIME PFR

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*. 

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 

According to table 7, p-values of testing correlations between dependent variable (PFR),
and all independent variables (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, PROD, TIME) are 0.005, 0.001, 0.618,
0.134, 0.00, and 0.153 in order. P-values that are less than 0.05 are p-value of testing correlation
between PFR and ILAB, PFR and DLAB, and PFR and PROD; so reject H0, or these relationships
are linear relationships.
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3.3 Consider correlation of variables of series 3 of the interrelationship forms.

Table8. Correlations of Variables of Series 3

Correlations

1.000 .511 .066 .029 .649* -.696** .709**
. .074 .830 .926 .016 .008 .007

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.511 1.000 -.297 .560* .724** -.303 .817**
.074 . .324 .046 .005 .314 .001

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.066 -.297 1.000 -.128 .351 .268 .130
.830 .324 . .677 .239 .376 .672

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.029 .560* -.128 1.000 .607* .070 .423
.926 .046 .677 . .028 .820 .150

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.649* .724** .351 .607* 1.000 -.229 .877**
.016 .005 .239 .028 . .452 .000

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
-.696** -.303 .268 .070 -.229 1.000 -.416
.008 .314 .376 .820 .452 . .157

13 13 13 13 13 13 13
.709** .817** .130 .423 .877** -.416 1.000
.007 .001 .672 .150 .000 .157 .

13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ILAB

DLAB

MAT

UTI

PROD

TIME

PFC

ILAB DLAB MAT UTI PROD TIME PFC

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*. 

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 

According to table 8, p-values of testing correlations between dependent variable (PFC),
and all independent variables (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, PROD, TIME) are 0.007, 0.001, 0.672,
0.150, 0.00, and 0.157 in order. P-values that are less than 0.05 are p-value of testing correlation
between PFC and ILAB, PFC and DLAB, and PFC and PROD; so reject H0, which is the
relationships between them are linear relationships.

4. Fitting regression equations in each interrelationship forms as shown in table 1. The
result of fitting equations and test for significance of the model are shown in Coefficient and
ANOVA table respectively. Adjusted R-square and D-W used to evaluate the models in next step
are shown in Model Summary table. To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of
error is equal to zero, the graph plotted between error and time were created. If the points plotted
spread around zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of
the error is constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero. The step of considering in this
thesis is shown in figure 16.
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Figure 16 The Step of Considering the Models

The full model, which considers all variables interested, is constructed and then its
statistical significant would be tested by using overall F-test. If its p-value shown in ANOVA table
is not less than 0.05, it can be concluded that the model is not significant. This means that the
independent variables don’t relate to response variable. This model will be reduced by cutting off
the highest p-value variable to make the model significant. If its p-value less than 0.05, the model
would be concluded that it is significant. And then, it would be test for appropriate of the model to
see whether the variables are significantly added to the model by using Partial t-test. If the p-value
(shown in Coefficient table) of at least one variable is not less than 0.05, the model is not
appropriate. This means that there are some variables that are not significantly added in to the
model, so the variable that has the highest p-value ought to be deleted from the model first. And
then, the reduced model would be fitted and re-analyzed again. If the p-values of all variables are
less than 0.05, the model is appropriate. The name of the model will be run follow the series, part,

Fit regression model

Reduce an x with the highest
p-value variable

Significant and appropriate models

 Test for model significance
(Overall F-test)

    Test for model appropriation
(Partial t-test)

No

Yes
No

Yes

Consider the forms of variables interested
(1st order, 2nd order, interaction)
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and the order of fitting. For example, if full model (the 1st model fitted) of series 3 part 2, the name
of the model will be Model S3P2F1.

The equation obtained from this step can be categorized in to 3 groups as follows.

1. Equation of which the independent variables don’t significantly relate to response
variable. The model that produces this type of equation will be noted with  “ The model is not
significant”.

2. Equation of which the independent variables significantly relate to response variable.
However, there is at least one variable that are not significantly added to the model and the model
should be reduced to make an appropriate model. The model that produces this type of equation
will be noted with “The model is significant but not appropriate”.

3. Equation of which the independent variables significantly relate to response variable
and all of them are significantly added to the equation. The model that produces this type of
equation will be noted with “The model is significant and appropriate”.

The example of fitting and considering the regression equations for part 1 of series 1
(Independent variables are PROD and TIME. Dependent variable is PROF) are shown as follows,
while the others are shown in Appendix D.

Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as follows. The scatter plot
between PROD and PROF (see Appendix Figure 7) look like straight line, so only 1st order of
overall productivity (PROD) was added into the model. And, if PROD decrease, time used to
achieve the goal should increase so interaction term of them (PRODT) should be considered.
From the scatter plot between TIME and PROF, the form of plotted points look likes curve, so 2nd

order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time passes it can make
more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for made-to- order company,
which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will have the product to
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sell and then they cannot make the profit.  From these reasons the variables added in the full
model of part 1 of series 1 are PROD, PRODT, and T2. They were defined as follows.

PROD = Overall Productivity T2 = Time square
PRODT = the interaction between PROD and TIME (PROD x TIME)

Table 9 ANOVA Table of Model S1P1F1
ANOVAb

12173.804 3 4057.935 19.601 .000a

1863.223 9 207.025
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, PROD, PRODTa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 

Table 10 Coefficient Table of Model S1P1F1
Coefficients a

-59.936 35.922 -1.668 .130
2.795 .934 1.407 2.993 .015
-.128 .093 -.721 -1.376 .202
.237 .297 .388 .797 .446

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 

This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3= 0 and H1: β1, β2and/or β3 ≠ 0. From Table 9, value of F =
19.601 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis is rejected at
α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not equal to 0. And
then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: β1= 0, H0:  β2 =
0, and H0:  β3 = 0. The variables will be added, if p-value less than 0.05. From Table 10, since t= -
1.668(p-value =0.130), t =2.993 (p-value = 0.015), t =-1.376 (p- value = 0.202), and t=0.797 (p-
value= 0.446) respectively, then the conclusion is β0= 0, β1≠ 0, β2 = 0, and β3= 0. Constant term
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should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and PRODT and T2 were not added into the
model significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model
first. T2 has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from
the model.

 Model S1P1F2: Dependent variable is PROF. Independent variables are PROD and
PRODT.

Table 11 ANOVA Table of Model S1P1F2
ANOVA b

12042.289 2 6021.145 30.185 .000a

1994.738 10 199.474
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), PRODT, PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 

Table 12 Coefficient Table of Model S1P1F2
Coefficients a

-33.270 12.840 -2.591 .027
2.085 .277 1.050 7.541 .000

-5.67E-02 .025 -.319 -2.292 .045

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 

This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= 0 and H1: β1 and/or β2 ≠ 0. From Table 11, value of F = 30.185 (p-
value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05
or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not equal to 0. And then, the
partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: β1= 0, and H0:  β2 = 0.
From Table 12, since t =-2.591(p-value = 0.027), t =7.541 (p- value = 0.000), and t=-2.292 (p-
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value =0.045) respectively, then the conclusion is β0≠ 0, β1≠ 0, and β2 ≠ 0. All of the variables
were added into the model significantly. This model is significant and appropriate.

The regression equation obtained is PROF = -33.270 + 2.085PROD -0.0567PRODT.

Table 13 Model Summary Table of Model S1P1F2
Model Summary b

.926a .858 .829 14.1235 2.319
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

Predictors: (Constant), PRODT, PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 

For the regression equation of Model S1P1F2, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal
to 0.829, or 82.9%. It means that independent variables (PROD and PRODT) could estimate about
82.9% of the variation of dependent variable (PROF).  The regression equation obtained was
tested for regression assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal distribution.
To test for independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing hypothesis
that is H0: ρ = 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null hypothesis will
be accepted at α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- value is in
acceptance range (1.54 < DW < 2.46). Since DW-value of the regression equation of Model
S1P1F2 is equal to 2.319 (see Table 13), which is in acceptance range, then there is no correlation
between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot will be created.
If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be concluded that it
is normal distribution. From Figure 17, most of the errors plotted are around the straight-line, so it
can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally distributed. To test for constant
of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the graph of error and time were
plotted. From Figure 18, the points plotted spread around zero and they are uniformly distributed
in the side way direction. The variance of the error is constant and its mean is approximately equal
to zero.
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual

Dependent Variable: PROF
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Figure 17 Normal Probability Plot of Model S1P1F2
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Figure 18 Residual Plot of Model S1P1F2

5. Evaluate the significant and appropriate models obtained in each part of each series by
using Adjusted R-square and D-W as criteria. The models that doesn’t have Adjusted R-square
value less than 0.7 and DW-value in acceptable range in each part of each series will be selected

The most appropriate models of all series and their interpretation could be summarized as
shown in table 14.
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Table 14 The Most Appropriate Models of All Series and Their Interpretations

The most appropriate model in each part has common general form of equation as
follows. For part 1, general form is y = a + b (PROD) - c (PRODT), where a is interception, b and
c are positive real number, and y is response variable of each series. The equation shows that
productivity is a main factor that effect on profitability. If productivity increases profitability will
increase.  But, there is one factor that the company should realize. It is time parameter. This means
that if the company spends so long time increasing productivity, profitability can decrease.

For part 2, general form is y = a + b (DLAB) + c (MAT) – d (MATT), where a is
interception, b, c, and d are positive real number, and y is response variable of each series. The
equation shows that direct labor and material have direct effect on y. If direct labor and material
productivity increases profitability will increase.  Again, there is one factor that the company
should realize. It is time parameter. It interacts only material. This means that if the company
spends so long time increasing material productivity, profitability can decrease.

Series Interpretations
1 PROF = -33.27 +2.085PROD -0.0567PRODT Overall productivity has both direct effect and indirect time effect

on overall profitability.
PROF = -0.800DLAB +0.649MAT -0.047MATT Direct labor productivity has direct effect on overall profitability

Material productivity has both direct effect and indirect time effect
on overall profitability

2 PFR = -34.299 + 2.118PROD -0.0567PRODT Overall productivity has both direct effect and indirect time effect
on profit-to-revenue ratio..

PFR =0.801DLAB + 0.675MATT - 0.049MATT Direct labor productivity has direct effect on overall profitability
Material productivity has both direct effect and indirect time effect
on profit-to-revenue ratio.

3 PFC = -35.04 +1.725PROD Overall productivity has direct effect on profit-to–cost ratio.
PFC =0.800DLAB +0.624MAT -0.046MATT Direct labor productivity has direct effect on overall profitability

Material productivity has both direct effect and indirect time effect
on profit-to-cost ratio.

Equations
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The Result of the Test for Validity and Applicability of the Research Findings

For this section, the most suitable selected equations in each part of each series are
examined and reviewed by the company’s executive. This review is intended to help verify the
applicability and usefulness of the equations in the context of planning. After a discussion, the
executive concedes that productivity is the main cause of profitability of the company and the
meanings of the most appropriate equations in part 2 (concerned the effect of each type of
productivity) conform to the condition of the company which is labor- and material- intensive
company. Direct labor and material are key factors of the company. Direct labor and material
productivity have much more effect on profitability than any other type of productivity. Another
type of productivity index, which the executive concerned to be a major effect if it had been
collected separate from utility index, is indirect material (material used to produce the product but
not attached with the products such as tap, oil, etc) productivity index. This is an extension that
can be used for the future research.

About time effect of the material that expresses in all the most appropriate models in part
2, the executive thinks that it may occur from two main causes which are lead time of material and
production time. These two factors will slow down effect of improving material productivity.

Finally, the executive positively confirms that these six equations can be applied in the
company planning. They are accepted to be a better alternative so as to predict the result of
decision on factors clearly. Plans set are embedded on the actual performance of the process. This
make plans more reliable and acceptable from the employees. They are very useful to help
planning more efficient and effective.
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DISCUSSIONS

According to the interpretations of six equations and discussion with the executive,
change in productivity make a direct change in profitability. After considering composition of
overall productivity, it was found that direct labor and material productivity are significant factors
that impact profitability of the company. The executive supports that this condition reflects the
characteristic of the company that is labor –and material- intensive company of which the main
factors for production are direct labor and material. The company’s main costs are direct labor and
material cost.

The effect of time for productivity appeared in only first two series but not in the third
series because response variable of them incorporate terms of revenue. The value of the product
consumed spends some times transforming to revenue; so the effect of time appears. For the third
series, the effect of time for overall productivity doesn’t appear because its response variable
relates to cost that spends so little time transforming from value of the product. However, after
considering in the composition of overall productivity, there is small effect of time for only
material productivity but not for direct labor productivity in all series.  The executive comments
that this condition maybe results from characteristic of the company that is a make-to-order
company. The company will produce the products only when the purchasing orders from
customers are received and then the material will be ordered from the suppliers. This makes stock
of materials is very small and the production time after receiving the order need to be strictly
controlled.  Lead-time of material and production time become the combinations of effect on
profitability which shown in form of indirect time effect of material. It will slow down the effect
of material productivity improvement. For example, if lead-time of materials is longer or the
materials are received close to the duration of product or the production time used is so long, the
company need to pay for job expedition cost such as overtime cost, extra utility cost and so on.
These make the company’s profit decrease. And, also if the company spends so much time for
improving its own productivity level, profitability will decrease.
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One more issue that can be observed from these six equations is the effect of time is not
express as a direct cause (Y = a + bx + ct) but express as an indirect cause (Y = a + bx + cxt). This
condition can be assumed that it ought to be occurred in make-to-stock company that produces in
mass production and has large stock of material and products. Because of the large stock,
depreciation and inventory cost will occur when the time pass. Thus, the effect of time is shown in
a direct effect on profitability.

These six equations will be selected depend on objective and then can be used for
planning by substituting known value of the variables and then solving for value of a remaining
variable. For example (see table 5), if the company would like to improve overall profitability in
June 2002 from 6.45 that is lower than acceptance level to 50 within 6 months, it has to improve
level of overall productivity from 29.27 to 47.72 within 6 months (the calculation is shown as
follows).

Calculation 1:
PROF = –33.27 + 2.085 PROD-0.0567PRODT

50      = -33.27 +2.085 PROD–0.0567 (PROD) x 6
            83.27  = 1.7448 x PROD
          PROD  =  47.72

If the company spends 9 months (instead of 6 months) improving its productivity to
47.72, it will reach the profit at 41.87 (in 9 months), which is lower than the target.

Calculation 2:
PROF = –33.27 + 2.085 PROD-0.0567PRODT

            PROF = -33.27 +2.085 x 47.72 – 0.0567 x (47.72) x 9
           PROF = 47.87

Or, if the company cannot improve its productivity to 47.72 within 6 months, for example
only 40, it will attain the profit level at 36.522, which is lower than the target (50).
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Calculation 3:
PROF = –33.27 + 2.085 PROD-0.0567PRODT

            PROF = -33.27 +2.085 x 40 – 0.0567 (40) x 9
           PROF = 36.522

However, if the company spends only 3 months to improving its productivity to 47.72, it
will gain the profit at 58.11 in 3 months, which is higher than the target (50).

Calculation 4:
PROF = –33.27 + 2.085 PROD-0.0567PRODT

            PROF = -33.27 +2.085 x 47.72 – 0.0567 (47.72) x 3
           PROF = 58.11

From the examples, the planners who are informed with this information should not
establish the plans to attain the overall profitability level (Sum weighted score = 50) within 6
months if the company cannot improve its overall productivity by 63.03% from the productivity
level in June 2002 with in 6 months. Because, this plan will un-motivate employees who know
that their productivity level cannot reach the productivity level that is planned and then the plan
will not be accepted and cannot be accomplished.
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CONCLUSIONS

The research questions could be respectively answered as follows. The results of the
experiment show that there exist equations that represent the relationship between productivity
and profitability constructed in order to use for planning. The types of relationship between
productivity and profitability shown in the equations are cause effect and indirect time effect of
productivity on profitability. This shows that the suggestion of a pattern of relationship between
productivity and profitability embedded in the hypothetical model of Sink cannot be rejected.

The accuracy of the equations constructed from given data in all series of relationships 
can be observed based on the linear regression analysis. This makes planners appropriately select 
the equations for planning. The equations also provide the list of impacted factor of profitability 
that make the planners know which factor should be control or improve and then they can 
prioritize the significant factors by observing the coefficient of the factors. The factors with large 
coefficient had better be given more attention and improvement than smaller coefficient so as to 
enhance profitability level greater and faster.

The equations can be used for planning by substituting known value of the variables and 
then solving for a remaining variable. From this, planners will know the productivity level or 
period of time needed in order to attain the profitability level determined. When the planners 
compare this information with the capability of productivity improvement of the company, they 
will realize whether or not their plans can be achieved. Because the plans are set from the actual 
performance (and then the plans are attainable plans), the employee will feel confident and give 
more concession to the plans. This will make achievement of the plans more possible. However, 
the planners ought to remind themselves of planning assumptions proposed in terms of the 
research scope and combine their experience or any techniques when the planners want to plan in 
conditions that out of the scope.

The type or form of equations and coefficient of factors can be differed when there are 
some changes of conditions. These changes can occur from data such as the number of data is 
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increased or the new set of data is used, from type of business operation of the company such as 
the company change from make-to-order company to make-to-stock company, from techniques 
used such as production process is improved, the types raw material are changed, and so on. Be 
fore utilizing the equations, the planners should realize about the impact of changed conditions on 
the exist equation. If the planners consider that the impact is too small or can be ignored, the 
original equations can be utilized. But, if the impact cannot be ignored, the original equations 
ought to be changed or reconstructed before using.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The regression equations constructed can make planning for profitability efficient, but 
there are many limitations, which should be concerned before using the equation. The limitation in 
this research results from limitation of data availability. There are only thirteen points of data 
received, which make many factors such as seasonal effect, external effect, and so on couldn’t 
incorporated in this thesis. And, all indexes in each criterion haven’t been covered, which make 
some main causes of profitability such as indirect material index disappear from the equations. It 
was due to this limitation that the future research should extend in many ways as follows in order 
to eliminate the disadvantages and make the equation more fit with each organization.

1. The external effect such as economic influence, seasonal pattern of raw material,
influence, competitors’ changing, customer consumption behavior, etc. ought to be
incorporated in order to increase the accuracy and reality estimation of equations.

2. Determination of rate and weight of each index in MCPMT ought to be studied because
different company can have different weight for each index. Also, in a company the
weight and rate can change overtime depends on many factors, such as changing strategy
or objective, market conditions, etc.

3. The number of data ought to be increased so as to increase accuracy of equations, declare
time effect clearly, and investigate hidden factors effects.

4. Indexes for other types of productivity such as indirect material, equipment, etc. should be
considered.

5. Other factors that affect profitability such as customer satisfaction, quality of service, etc.
should also be concerned to make the model fit with each organization.
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Productivity –Related Indexes 
  
 There are six indexes constructed from the company. They are shown in appendix table 1. 
In order to clearly see the effect of each type of resources only single factor productivity indexes, 
the first four indexes, are utilized in this thesis.  
 
Appendix Table 1 Productivity-Related Indexes 

 
Profitability–Related Indexes 
  
 There are three indexes constructed from the company. They are shown in Appendix 
Table 2. In order to serve the goal planning for profit, the outcome in terms of profit, the last two 
indexes, was emphasized and utilized in this thesis.  
 

Revenue / Revenue / Revenue / Revenue / Revenue / Revenue / 
Indirect Labor Direct Labor Materials Utility  Labor (Labour +Material)
(Baht / Hours) (Baht / Hours) (Baht / Pieces) (Baht / Baht) (Baht / Hours) (Baht / Baht)

June 2001 15.66 12.53 7.07 6.15 6.96 3.51
July 2001 14.83 10.47 16.91 7.82 6.14 4.50
August 2001 18.10 14.54 14.24 4.84 8.06 5.15
September 2001 14.91 16.49 6.71 8.05 7.83 3.61
October 2001 16.22 15.49 7.74 10.77 7.92 3.92
November 2001 14.80 14.51 13.18 8.15 7.33 4.71
December 2001 14.85 15.55 18.63 10.13 7.60 5.40
January 2002 15.34 15.63 10.27 12.97 7.74 4.41
February 2002 15.63 14.41 15.33 9.47 7.15 4.88
March 2002 10.27 12.17 9.07 7.55 5.63 3.47
April 2002 4.41 12.47 9.21 8.18 6.37 3.77
May 2002 12.97 12.04 17.46 7.20 5.66 4.28
June 2002 10.66 10.06 15.48 5.44 5.18 3.88

Month
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Appendix Table 2 Profitability-Related Indexes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Revenue / Cost Profit / Revenue Profit / Cost
(Baht / Baht ) (Baht / Baht ) (Baht / Baht )

June 2001 1.19 0.16 0.19
July 2001 1.27 0.22 0.27
August 2001 1.39 0.28 0.39
September 2001 1.34 0.25 0.34
October 2001 1.33 0.25 0.33
November 2001 1.33 0.25 0.33
December 2001 1.36 0.26 0.36
January 2002 1.37 0.27 0.37
February 2002 1.32 0.25 0.32
March 2002 1.14 0.13 0.14
April 2002 1.21 0.17 0.21
May 2002 1.23 0.19 0.23
June 2002 1.16 0.14 0.16

Month
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Productivity –Related Indexes 
1.Indirect Labor Productivity Index 
 
Appendix Table 3 Indirect Labor Productivity Index Scores 

 
 Minimum Value = 4.41 
Maximum Value = 18.10 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   178.65     =    13.742     
             The number of data                13 

Appendix Figure 1 Preference Curve of Indirect Labor Productivity Index  
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Revenue / Indirect Labor Scores
(Baht / Hours )

June 2001 15 .66 72 .00
July 2001 14 .83 62 .48
August 2001 18 .10 100 .00
September 2001 14 .91 63 .40
October 2001 16 .22 78 .43
November 2001 14 .80 62 .14
December 2001 14 .85 62 .71
January 2002 15 .34 68 .33
February 2002 15 .63 71 .66
March 2002 10 .27 31 .40
April 2002 4.41 0 .00
May 2002 12 .97 45 .86
June 2002 10 .66 33 .49

SUM = 178 .65

Month
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2.Direct Labor Productivity Index 
 
Appendix Table 4 Direct Labor Productivity Index Scores 

 
Minimum Value = 10.06 
Maximum Value = 16.49 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   176.36     =    13.566 
       The number of data               13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix Figure 2 Preference Curve of Direct Labor Productivity Index 

Revenue / Direct Labor Scores
(Baht / Hours )

June 2001 12 .53 35 .22
July 2001 10 .47 5.85
August 2001 14 .54 66 .65
September 2001 16 .49 100 .00
October 2001 15 .49 82 .90
November 2001 14 .51 66 .14
December 2001 15 .55 83 .93
January 2002 15 .63 85 .29
February 2002 14 .41 64 .43
March 2002 12 .17 30 .09
April 2002 12 .47 34 .37
May 2002 12 .04 28 .24
June 2002 10 .06 0.00

SUM = 176 .36

Month
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3.Material Productivity Index 
 
Appendix Table 5 Material Productivity Index Scores 

 
Minimum Value =  6.71 
Maximum Value = 18.63 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   161.30     =    12.408     
   The number of data               13 

Appendix Figure 3 Preference Curve of Material Productivity Index 

Revenue / Materials Scores
(Baht / Pieces )

June 2001 7.07 3.16
July 2001 16 .91 86 .18
August 2001 14 .24 64 .72
September 2001 6.71 0.00
October 2001 7.74 9.04
November 2001 13 .18 56 .21
December 2001 18 .63 100 .00
January 2002 10 .27 31 .24
February 2002 15 .33 73 .48
March 2002 9.07 20 .71
April 2002 9.21 21 .94
May 2002 17 .46 90 .60
June 2002 15 .48 74 .69

SUM = 161 .30

Month
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4.Utility Productivity Index 
 
Appendix Table 6 Utility Productivity Index Scores 

 
Minimum Value =  4.84 
Maximum Value = 12.97 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   106.72     =    8.209      
          The number of data                13 
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Appendix Figure 4 Preference Curve of Utility Productivity Index 

Revenue / Utility Scores
(Baht / Baht )

June 2001 6.15 19 .44
July 2001 7.82 44 .22
August 2001 4.84 0.00
September 2001 8.05 47 .64
October 2001 10 .77 76 .89
November 2001 8.15 49 .12
December 2001 10 .13 70 .17
January 2002 12 .97 100 .00
February 2002 9.47 63 .24
March 2002 7.55 40 .22
April 2002 8.18 49 .57
May 2002 7.20 35 .02
June 2002 5.44 8.90

SUM = 106 .72

Month
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Profitability –Related Indexes 
1.Profit-to-Revenue Index 
 
 Appendix Table 7 Profit-to-Revenue Index Scores 

 
Minimum Value =  0.13 
Maximum Value = 0.28 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   2.82     =    0.217 
       The number of data             13 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  
Appendix Figure 5 Preference Curve of Profit-to-Revenue Index 

Profit / Revenue Scores
(Baht / Baht )

June 2001 0.16 17 .26
July 2001 0.22 52 .44
August 2001 0.28 100 .00
September 2001 0.25 76 .22
October 2001 0.25 76 .22
November 2001 0.25 76 .22
December 2001 0.26 84 .15
January 2002 0.27 92 .07
February 2002 0.25 76 .22
March 2002 0.13 0.00
April 2002 0.17 23 .01
May 2002 0.19 34 .51
June 2002 0.14 5.75

SUM = 2.82

Month
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2.Profit-to-Cost Index 
 
 Appendix Table 8 Profit-to-Cost Index Scores 

 
Minimum Value =  0.14 
Maximum Value = 0.39 
Average = Sum of Value of indexes from June-01 to June-02  =   3.64     =    0.280      
   The number of data             13 

Appendix Figure 6 Preference Curve of Profit-to-Cost Index 

Profit / Cost Scores
(Baht / Baht )

June 2001 0.19 17 .86
July 2001 0.27 46 .43
August 2001 0.39 100 .00
September 2001 0.34 77 .27
October 2001 0.33 72 .73
November 2001 0.33 72 .73
December 2001 0.36 86 .36
January 2002 0.37 90 .91
February 2002 0.32 68 .18
March 2002 0.14 0.00
April 2002 0.21 25 .00
May 2002 0.23 32 .14
June 2002 0.16 7.14

SUM = 3.64

Month
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The Scatter Plots of Series 1     X: PROD, ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, and TIME.    Y: PROF 
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Appendix Figure 7 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (PROD) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF) 
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Appendix Figure 8 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (ILAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF) 
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Appendix Figure 9 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (DLAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF)  
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Appendix Figure 10 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (MAT) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF) 
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Appendix Figure 11 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (UTI) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF) 
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Appendix Figure 12 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (TIME) and Dependent Variable 
(PROF) 
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The Scatter Plots of Series 2     X: PROD, ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, and TIME.    Y: PFR 
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Appendix Figure 13 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (PROD) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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Appendix Figure 14 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (ILAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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Appendix Figure 15 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (DLAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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Appendix Figure 16 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (MAT) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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Appendix Figure 17 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (UTI) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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Appendix Figure 18 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (TIME) and Dependent Variable 
(PFR) 
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The Scatter Plots of Series 3     X: PROD, ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, and TIME.    Y: PFC 
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Appendix Figure 19 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (PROD) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Appendix Figure 20 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (ILAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Appendix Figure 21 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (DLAB) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Appendix Figure 22 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (MAT) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Appendix Figure 23 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (UTI) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Appendix Figure 24 Scatter Plot between Independent Variable (TIME) and Dependent Variable 
(PFC) 
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Results of Fitting Regression Equations 
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Results of Regression Analysis for Part 2 of Series 1 Interrelationship Forms 
 
 Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as follow. The scatter plot 
between each type of productivity and PROF (see Appendix Figure 8 to 12) look likes straight 
line, so only 1st order of each type of productivity (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, and UTI) were added into 
the model. And, if each type of productivity decrease, time used to achieve the goal should 
increase so interaction term of them (ILABT, DLABT, MATT, and UTIT) should be considered.  
From the scatter plot between TIME and PROF, the form of plotted points look likes curve, so 2nd 
order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time passes it can make 
more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for make-to- order company, 
which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will not have the product 
to sell and then they cannot make the profit.  For interactions between indirect labor variable and 
other index variables were ignored because indirect labor does not concern with them. For 
interaction between direct labor variable and material was ignored because increasing in direct 
labor does not make material productivity change. But, interaction between direct labor and 
indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable does not clear, so interaction term between 
direct labor and utility productivity (DU) should be considered. Interaction between material and 
utility productivity was ignored because indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable is 
one of material type and then they should not have interaction between them. From these reasons 
the variables added in the full model of part 1 of series 1 are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, ILABT, 
DLABT, UTIT, T2, and DU. The definitions of terms that was not expressed before are shown as 
follows. 
 
 ILABT = Interaction between ILAB and TIME (ILAB x TIME). 
 DLABT = Interaction between DLAB and TIME (DLAB x TIME) 
 MATT = Interaction between MATT and TIME (MAT x TIME) 
 UTIT = Interaction between UTI and TIME (UTI x TIME) 
 DU = Interaction between DLAB and UTI (DLAB x UTI) 

T2 = Square of TIME parameter (TIME x TIME) 
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1. Model S1P2F1: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
 

Appendix Table 9 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F1 
ANOVA b

13466.414 10 1346.641 4.720 .187a

570.613 2 285.307
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, ILABT, T2, UTI,
DLABT

a. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

Appendix Table 10 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F1 
Coefficients a

-117.221 103.220 -1.136 .374
.926 2.188 .680 .423 .713

1.847 3.706 1.737 .498 .668
.896 .488 .932 1.836 .208
.707 1.513 .570 .467 .686

-5.25E-02 .240 -.296 -.219 .847
-.162 .803 -1.050 -.202 .858

-6.39E-02 .068 -.676 -.944 .445
7.371E-02 .567 .519 .130 .908

.551 1.245 .903 .443 .701
-6.48E-03 .019 -.531 -.336 .769

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

  
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β10= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 9, 
value of F = 4.72 (p-value = 0.187). Since the p-value is not less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis can’t be rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is not significant. The highest p-value 
variable should be eliminated to make the model significant. UTIT, which has the highest p-value 
(see Appendix Table 10), should be cut off the model and then the reduced model would be fitted. 
 
2. Model S1P2F2: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, T2, and DU. 
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Appendix Table 11 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F2 
ANOVA b

13461.590 9 1495.732 7.798 .059a

575.437 3 191.812
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, DLABT, ILABT, DLAB, T2, UTIa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 12 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F2 

Coefficients a

-122.578 77.600 -1.580 .212
1.186 .725 .871 1.636 .200
1.385 .870 1.303 1.591 .210

.856 .312 .891 2.739 .071

.789 1.127 .637 .700 .534
-8.09E-02 .080 -.456 -1.010 .387
-5.93E-02 .100 -.383 -.592 .595
-6.86E-02 .047 -.726 -1.460 .240

.698 .431 1.144 1.620 .204
-4.73E-03 .011 -.387 -.419 .704

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β9= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 11, 
value of F = 7.798 (p-value = 0.059). Since the p-value is not less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis can’t be rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is not significant. The highest p-value 
variable should be eliminated to make the model significant. DU, which has the highest p-value 
(see Appendix Table 12), should be cut off the model and then the reduced model would be fitted. 
 
3. Model S1P2F3: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, and T2. 
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Appendix Table 13 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F3 

ANOVA b

13427.951 8 1678.494 11.023 .017a

609.076 4 152.269
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, DLABT, MAT, ILABT, UTI, DLAB, MATT, ILABa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 14 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F3 

Coefficients a

-97.652 44.360 -2.201 .093
1.075 .601 .790 1.788 .148
1.071 .395 1.008 2.714 .053
.871 .276 .907 3.153 .034
.341 .311 .275 1.097 .334

-7.56E-02 .070 -.426 -1.073 .344
-3.06E-02 .065 -.198 -.470 .663
-7.20E-02 .041 -.762 -1.747 .156

.607 .331 .994 1.833 .141

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β8= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 13, 
value of F = 11.023 (p-value = 0.017). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β8 = 0. From Appendix Table 14, since t =-2.201 (p-value = 0.093), t =1.188 (p- 
value = 0.148), t= 2.714 (p-value =0.053), t= 3.153(p-value= 0.034), t= 1.097(p-value= 0.334) , t= 
-1.073 (p-value= 0.344) , t= -0.470(p-value= 0.663) , t= -1.747(p-value= 0.156), and t= 1.833(p-
value= 0.141) respectively, then the conclusion is only β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted 
(the graph pass through the origin) and the variables excluding MAT are not added into the model 
significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. 
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DLABT has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from 
the model.  

 
4. Model S1P2F4: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, MATT, and T2. 
 
Appendix Table 15 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F4 

ANOVA b

13394.244 7 1913.463 14.884 .004a

642.783 5 128.557
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, UTI, MAT, ILABT, DLAB, MATT, ILABa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 16 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F4 

Coefficients a

-93.456 39.928 -2.341 .066
1.142 .537 .839 2.127 .087

.910 .180 .856 5.049 .004

.810 .224 .844 3.616 .015

.257 .233 .207 1.099 .322
-8.33E-02 .063 -.470 -1.323 .243
-6.59E-02 .036 -.698 -1.833 .126

.567 .294 .928 1.928 .112

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β7= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 15, 
value of F = 14.884 (p-value = 0.004). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β7 = 0. From Appendix Table 16, since t =-2.341 (p-value = 0.066), t =2.127 (p- 
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value = 0.087), t= 5.049 (p-value =0.004), t= 3.616 (p-value= 0.015), t= 1.099(p-value= 0.322) , 
t= -1.323 (p-value= 0.243) , t= -1.833 (p-value= 0.126) , and t= 1.928 (p-value= 0.112) 
respectively, then the conclusion is only β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the 
graph pass through the origin) and the variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the 
model significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model 
first. UTI has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from 
the model.  
 
5. Model S1P2F5: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
ILABT, MATT, and T2. 
 
Appendix Table 17 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F5 

ANOVA b

13239.016 6 2206.503 16.590 .002a

798.012 6 133.002
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, MAT, ILABT, DLAB, ILAB, MATTa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 18 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F5 

Coefficients a

-64.984 30.899 -2.103 .080
.719 .381 .528 1.889 .108
.956 .178 .899 5.359 .002
.844 .226 .879 3.737 .010

-3.24E-02 .043 -.183 -.748 .483
-7.65E-02 .035 -.810 -2.172 .073

.415 .264 .680 1.573 .167

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
ILABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β6= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 17, 
value of F = 16.59 (p-value = 0.002). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β6 = 0. From Appendix Table 18, since t =-2.103 (p-value = 0.080), t =1.1889 (p- 
value = 0.108), t= 5.359 (p-value =0.002), t= 3.737(p-value= 0.010), t= -0.748(p-value= 0.3483) , 
t= -2.172 (p-value= 0.073) , and t= 1.573 (p-value= 0.167) respectively, then the conclusion is 
only β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. ILABT has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
6. Model S1P2F6: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
MATT, and T2. 
 

Appendix Table 19 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F6 
ANOVA b

13164.672 5 2632.934 21.127 .000a

872.355 7 124.622
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, MAT, DLAB, ILAB, MATTa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 20 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F6 
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Coefficients a

-50.290 23.079 -2.179 .066
.514 .255 .378 2.013 .084
.868 .130 .817 6.679 .000
.813 .215 .847 3.783 .007

-7.77E-02 .034 -.823 -2.283 .056
.298 .206 .489 1.449 .191

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β5= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 19, 
value of F = 21.127 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β5 = 0. From Appendix Table 20, only p- value of DLAB and MAT are less than 
0.05 that are t =6.679 (p-value = 0.000), t =3.783 (p- value = 0.007) respectively, then the 
conclusion is only β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the 
origin) and the variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. 
One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. T2 has the 
highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
7. Model S1P2F7: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
and MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 21 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F7 

ANOVA b

12903.086 4 3225.772 22.758 .000a

1133.941 8 141.743
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, ILAB, DLAB, MATa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
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Appendix Table 22 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F7 

Coefficients a

-20.345 10.952 -1.858 .100
.245 .187 .180 1.310 .227
.829 .136 .780 6.114 .000
.608 .173 .634 3.523 .008

-3.40E-02 .017 -.360 -2.028 .077

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 =β4= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 21, 
value of F = 22.758 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β4 = 0. From Appendix Table 22, only p-value of DLAB and MAT are less than 
0.05 that are t =6.679 (p-value = 0.000), t =3.783 (p- value = 0.007) respectively, then the 
conclusion is only β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the 
origin) and the variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. 
One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. ILAB has the 
highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
8. Model S1P2F8: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 23 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F8 

ANOVA b

12659.840 3 4219.947 27.578 .000a

1377.188 9 153.021
14037.028 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

Dependent Variable: PROFb. 
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Appendix Table 24 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F8 
Coefficients a

-13.031 9.789 -1.331 .216
.925 .118 .871 7.819 .000
.726 .154 .756 4.726 .001

-4.44E-02 .015 -.470 -2.891 .018

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 
 

This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 23, 
value of F = 27.578 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 24, only p-value of constant (interception) is not 
less than 0.05 that is t =-1.331 (p-value = 0.216, then the conclusion is only β0 = 0. Constant term 
should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin). It should be eliminated from the model. 
 
9. Model S1P2F9: Dependent Variable is PROF. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 25 ANOVA Table of Model S1P2F9 

ANOVA c,d

50664.806 3 16888.269 102.458 .000a

1648.311 10 164.831
52313.117b 13

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

This total sum of squares is not corrected for the constant because the
constant is zero for regression through the origin.

b. 

Dependent Variable: PROFc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 
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Appendix Table 26 Coefficient Table of Model S1P2F9 
Coefficients a,b

.800 .075 .769 10.702 .000

.649 .148 .608 4.392 .001
-4.74E-02 .016 -.382 -3.013 .013

DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PROFa. 

Linear Regression through the Originb. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 25, 
value of F = 102.458 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that 
is not equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, 
H0: β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 26, p-value of all variables are less than 0.05. 
This model is significant and appropriate. 

 

The regression equation obtained is PROF = 0.800DLAB + 0.649MAT –0.047MATT. 
 

Appendix Table 27 Model Summary Table of Model S1P2F9 
Model Summary c,d

.984b .968 .959 12.8387 2.094
Model
1

R R Square a
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

For regression through the origin (the no-intercept model), R
Square measures the proportion of the variability in the
dependent variable about the origin explained by regression.
This CANNOT be compared to R Square for models which
include an intercept.

a. 

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATb. 

Dependent Variable: PROFc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 
 

 

For the regression equation of Model S1P2F9, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal 
to 0.959, or 95.9%. It means that independent variables (DLAB, MAT and MATT) could estimate 
about 95.9% of the variation of dependent variable (PROF).  The regression equation obtained 
was tested for regression assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal 
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distribution. To test for independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: ρ = 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null 
hypothesis will be accepted at α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- 
value is in acceptance range (1.75 < DW < 2.25). Since DW-value of the regression equation of 
Model S1P2F9 is equal to 2.094 (see Appendix Table 27), which is in acceptance range, then there 
is no correlation between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot 
will be created. If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be 
concluded that it is normal distribution. From Appendix Figure 25, most of the errors plotted are 
around the straight-line, so it can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally 
distributed. 

Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual

Dependent Variable: PROF
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Appendix Figure 25 Normal Probability Plot of Model S1P2F9 
 

To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the 
graph of error and time were plotted. From Appendix Figure 26, the points plotted spread around 
zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of the error is 
constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero. 
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Appendix Figure 26 Residual Plot of Model S1P2F9 
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Results of Regression Analysis for Part 1 of Series 2 Interrelationship Forms 
 

For part 1 of series 2, selecting form of each independent variables added into the model 
is the same as part 1 of series 1. Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as 
follow. The scatter plot between PROD and PFR (see Appendix Figure 13) look like straight line, 
so only 1st order of overall productivity (PROD) was added into the model. And, if PROD 
decrease, time used to achieve the goal should increase so interaction term of them (PRODT) 
should be considered.  From the scatter plot between TIME and PFR, the form of plotted points 
look likes curve, so 2nd order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time 
passes it can make more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for make-to- 
order company, which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will have 
the product to sell and then they cannot make the profit.  From these reasons the variables added in 
the full model of part 1 of series 1 are PROD, PRODT, and T2. 
 

1. Model S2P1F1: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are PROD, PRODT, and 
T2. 
 

Appendix Table 28 ANOVA Table of Model S2P1F1 
ANOVA b

12568.615 3 4189.538 20.878 .000a

1806.003 9 200.667
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, PROD, PRODTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
 

 

Appendix Table 29 Coefficient Table of Model S2P1F1 

Coefficients a

-58.653 35.366 -1.658 .132
2.767 .920 1.376 3.009 .015
-.122 .092 -.678 -1.330 .216
.216 .292 .350 .739 .479

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3= 0 and H1: β1, β2, and/or β3 ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 28, 
value of F = 20.878 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: 
β1= 0, H0:  β2 = 0, and H0:  β3 = 0. The variables will be added, if p-value less than 0.05. From 
Appendix Table 29, since t=-1.658(p-value =0.132), t =3.009 (p-value = 0.015), t =-1.330 (p- 
value = 0.216), and t= 0.739 (p-value= 0.479) respectively, then the conclusion is β0= 0, β1≠ 0, 
β2 = 0, and β3= 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and 
PRODT and T2 were not added into the model significantly. One of them that has the highest p-
value should be eliminated from the model first. T2 has the highest p-value than others then it is 
the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
2. Model S2P1F2: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are PROD and PRODT. 
 
Appendix Table 30 ANOVA Table of Model S2P1F2 
 

ANOVA b

12458.918 2 6229.459 32.518 .000a

1915.701 10 191.570
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), PRODT, PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 31 Coefficient Table of Model S2P1F2 

Coefficients a

-34.299 12.583 -2.726 .021
2.118 .271 1.054 7.817 .000

-5.67E-02 .024 -.315 -2.338 .041

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= 0 and H1: β1 and/or β2 ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 30, value of    
F = 32.518 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis is 
rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not equal 
to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: β1= 0, 
and H0:  β2 = 0. From Appendix Table 31, since t =-2.726(p-value = 0.021), t =7.817 (p- value = 
0.000), and t=-2.338 (p-value =0.041) respectively, then the conclusion is β0≠ 0, β1≠ 0, and 
β2≠ 0. All of the variables were added into the model significantly. This model is significant and 
appropriate. 

 
The regression equation obtained is PROF = -33.270 + 2.085PROD -0.0567PRODT. 
 

Appendix Table 32 Model Summary Table of Model S2P1F2 

Model Summary b

.931a .867 .840 13.8409 2.345
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

Predictors: (Constant), PRODT, PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
 

 
For the regression equation of Model S2P1F2, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal 

to 0.840, or 84.0%. It means that independent variables (PROD and PRODT) could estimate about 
84.0% of the variation of dependent variable (PFR).  The regression equation obtained was tested 
for regression assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal distribution. To test 
for independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing hypothesis that is H0: 
ρ = 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null hypothesis will be 
accepted at α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- value is in 
acceptance range (1.54 < DW < 2.46). Since DW-value of the regression equation of Model 
S2P1F2 is equal to 2.345(see Appendix Table 32), which is in acceptance range, then there is no 
correlation between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot will 
be created. If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be 
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concluded that it is normal distribution. From Appendix Figure 27, most of the errors plotted are 
around the straight-line, so it can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally 
distributed. 

 
Appendix Figure 27 Normal Probability Plot of Model S2P1F2 
 

To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the 
graph of error and time were plotted. From Appendix Figure 28, the points plotted spread around 
zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of the error is 
constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero 
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Appendix Figure 28 Residual Plot of Model S2P1F2 
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Results of Regression Analysis for Part 2 of Series 2 Interrelationship Forms 
 

For part 2 of series 2, selecting form of each independent variables added into the model 
is the same as part 2 of series 1. Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as 
follow. The scatter plot between each type of productivity and PFR (see Appendix Figure 14 to 
18) look likes straight line, so only 1st order of each type of productivity (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, and 
UTI) were added into the model. And, if each type of productivity decrease, time used to achieve 
the goal should increase so interaction term of them (ILABT, DLABT, MATT, and UTIT) should 
be considered.  From the scatter plot between TIME and PFR, the form of plotted points look likes 
curve, so 2nd order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time passes it 
can make more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for made-to-order 
company, which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will have the 
product to sell and then they cannot make the profit.  For interactions between indirect labor 
variable and other index variables were ignored because indirect labor does not correspond with 
them. For interaction between direct labor variable and material was ignored because increasing in 
direct labor does not make material productivity change. But, interaction between direct labor and 
indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable does not clear, so interaction term between 
direct labor and utility productivity (DU) should be considered. Interaction between material and 
utility productivity was ignored because indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable is 
one of material type and then they should not have interaction between them. From these reasons 
the variables added in the full model of part 1 of series 1 are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, ILABT, 
DLABT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
 
1. Model S2P2F1: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
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Appendix Table 33 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F1 
ANOVA b

13723.746 10 1372.375 4.217 .207a

650.873 2 325.436
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, ILABT, T2, UTI,
DLABT

a. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
 

 
Appendix Table 34 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F1 

Coefficients a

-127.925 110.241 -1.160 .366
1.128 2.337 .819 .483 .677
1.603 3.958 1.490 .405 .725

.860 .521 .885 1.650 .241

.952 1.616 .758 .589 .616
-6.43E-02 .256 -.358 -.251 .825

-.101 .857 -.646 -.118 .917
-6.68E-02 .072 -.699 -.924 .453
2.442E-02 .605 .170 .040 .971

.653 1.330 1.057 .491 .672
-7.33E-03 .021 -.594 -.356 .756

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β10= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 33, 
value of F = 4.217 (p-value = 0.207). Since the p-value is not less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis can’t be rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is not significant. The highest p-value 
variable should be eliminated to make the model significant. UTIT, which has the highest p-value 
(see Appendix Table 34), should be cut off the model and then the reduced model would be fitted. 
 
2. Model S2P2F2: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, T2, and DU. 
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Appendix Table 35 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F2 
ANOVA b

13723.216 9 1524.802 7.022 .068a

651.402 3 217.134
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, DLABT, ILABT, DLAB, T2, UTIa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 36 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F2 

Coefficients a

-129.700 82.563 -1.571 .214
1.214 .771 .882 1.575 .213
1.450 .926 1.348 1.566 .215
.847 .332 .871 2.547 .084
.979 1.199 .780 .816 .474

-7.37E-02 .085 -.411 -.865 .451
-6.70E-02 .107 -.428 -.628 .574
-6.83E-02 .050 -.715 -1.368 .265

.702 .458 1.136 1.531 .223
-6.75E-03 .012 -.547 -.562 .613

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β9= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 35, 
value of F = 7.022 (p-value = 0.068). Since the p-value is not less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis can’t be rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is not significant. The highest p-value 
variable should be eliminated to make the model significant. DU, which has the highest p-value 
(see Appendix Table 36), should be cut off the model and then the reduced model would be fitted. 
 
3. Model S2P2F3: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, and T2. 
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Appendix Table 37 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F3 
ANOVA b

13654.589 8 1706.824 9.482 .023a

720.029 4 180.007
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, DLABT, MAT, ILABT, UTI, DLAB, MATT, ILABa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb.  
 
 Appendix Table 38 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F3 

Coefficients a

-94.097 48.231 -1.951 .123
1.056 .654 .767 1.616 .181
1.002 .429 .931 2.335 .080

.869 .301 .894 2.892 .044

.338 .338 .269 1.000 .374
-6.61E-02 .077 -.368 -.863 .437
-2.59E-02 .071 -.166 -.367 .732
-7.32E-02 .045 -.766 -1.635 .177

.571 .360 .925 1.588 .188

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This equation was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for 

testing hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β8= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix 
Table 37, value of F = 9.482 (p-value = 0.023). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that 
is not equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, 
H0: β1= 0, ... , H0:  β8 = 0. From Appendix Table 38, only t- statistic of MAT is less than 0.05 that 
are t =2.892 (p-value = 0.044) then the conclusion is only β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted 
(the graph pass through the origin) and the variables excluding MAT are not added into the model 
significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. 
DLABT has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from 
the model.  
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4. Model S2P2F4: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, MATT, and T2. 
 
Appendix Table 39 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F4 

ANOVAb

13630.388 7 1947.198 13.082 .006a

744.230 5 148.846
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, UTI, MAT, ILABT, DLAB, MATT, ILABa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 40 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F4 

Coefficients a

-90.542 42.963 -2.107 .089
1.113 .578 .808 1.926 .112

.865 .194 .804 4.462 .007

.817 .241 .841 3.389 .019

.267 .251 .212 1.061 .337
-7.26E-02 .068 -.405 -1.072 .333
-6.81E-02 .039 -.712 -1.760 .139

.537 .316 .870 1.699 .150

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β7= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 39, 
value of F = 9.482 (p-value = 0.023). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the Partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β7 = 0. From Appendix Table 40, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
0.05 that are t =4.462 (p-value = 0.007) and t = 3.389(p-value = 0.019)  then the conclusion is only 
β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
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has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. UTI has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
5. Model S2P2F5: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
ILABT, MATT, and T2. 

 
Appendix Table 41 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F5 

ANOVA b

13462.863 6 2243.811 14.766 .002a

911.755 6 151.959
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, MAT, ILABT, DLAB, ILAB, MATTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 42 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F5 

Coefficients a

-60.963 33.028 -1.846 .114
.673 .407 .489 1.655 .149
.913 .191 .849 4.789 .003
.852 .241 .877 3.530 .012

-1.98E-02 .046 -.110 -.427 .685
-7.91E-02 .038 -.828 -2.101 .080

.380 .282 .615 1.347 .227

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
ILABT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β6= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 41, 
value of F = 14.766 (p-value = 0.002). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β6 = 0. From Appendix Table 42, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
0.05 that are t =1.655 (p-value = 0.149) and t = 4.789(p-value = 0.003) then the conclusion is only 
β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
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variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. ILABT has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
6. Model S2P2F6: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
MATT, and T2. 

 
Appendix Table 43 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F6 

ANOVA b

13435.210 5 2687.042 20.022 .001a

939.408 7 134.201
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, MAT, DLAB, ILAB, MATTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 44 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F6 

Coefficients a

-52.001 23.950 -2.171 .066
.548 .265 .398 2.069 .077
.859 .135 .799 6.372 .000
.833 .223 .858 3.735 .007

-7.98E-02 .035 -.836 -2.260 .058
.309 .214 .500 1.445 .192

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
MATT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β5= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 43, 
value of F = 20.022 (p-value = 0.001). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β5 = 0. From Appendix Table 44, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
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0.05 that are t =6.372 (p-value = 0.000) and t = 3.735 (p-value = 0.007) then the conclusion is only 
β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. T2 has the highest p-value than 
others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  

 
7. Model S2P2F7: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
and MATT. 

 
Appendix Table 45ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F7 

ANOVA b

13155.065 4 3288.766 21.574 .000a

1219.553 8 152.444
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, ILAB, DLAB, MATa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb.   
 
Appendix Table 46 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F7 

Coefficients a

-21.012 11.358 -1.850 .101
.270 .194 .196 1.392 .201
.819 .141 .761 5.824 .000
.621 .179 .639 3.469 .008

-3.46E-02 .017 -.362 -1.989 .082

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β4= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 45, 
value of F = 20.022 (p-value = 0.001). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
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β1= 0, ... , H0:  β4 = 0. From Appendix Table 46, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
0.05 that are t =5.824 (p-value = 0.000) and t = 3.469 (p-value = 0.008) then the conclusion is only 
β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. ILAB has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
8. Model S2P2F8: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 

 
Appendix Table 47 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F8 

ANOVAb

12859.535 3 4286.512 25.463 .000a

1515.083 9 168.343
14374.618 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

Dependent Variable: PFRb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 48 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F8 

Coefficientsa

-12.950 10.268 -1.261 .239
.925 .124 .860 7.454 .000
.751 .161 .772 4.660 .001

-4.60E-02 .016 -.481 -2.858 .019

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 47, 
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value of F = 25.463 (p-value = 0.000).  Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 48, only p-value of constant (interception) is not 
less than 0.05 that is t =-1.261 (p-value = 0.239), then the conclusion is only β0 = 0. Constant term 
should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin). It should be eliminated from the model. 
 
9. Model S2P2F9: Dependent Variable is PFR. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 49 ANOVA Table of Model S2P2F9 

ANOVA c,d

51814.513 3 17271.504 96.875 .000a

1782.872 10 178.287
53597.385b 13

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

This total sum of squares is not corrected for the constant because the
constant is zero for regression through the origin.

b. 

Dependent Variable: PFRc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 

  
Appendix Table 50 Coefficient Table of Model S2P2F9 

Coefficientsa,b

.801 .078 .761 10.298 .000

.675 .154 .625 4.388 .001
-4.90E-02 .016 -.391 -2.996 .013

DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFRa. 

Linear Regression through the Originb. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 49, 
value of F = 96.875 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 50, t- statistics of all variables are less than 0.05. 
This model is significant and appropriate.  

 
The regression equation obtained is PFR = 0.801DLAB + 0.675MAT –0.049MATT. 

 
Appendix Table 51 Model Summary Table of Model S2P2F9 

Model Summary c,d

.983b .967 .957 13.3524 2.168
Model
1

R R Square a
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

For regression through the origin (the no-intercept model), R
Square measures the proportion of the variability in the
dependent variable about the origin explained by regression.
This CANNOT be compared to R Square for models which
include an intercept.

a. 

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATb. 

Dependent Variable: PFRc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 
 

 
For the regression equation of Model S2P2F9, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal 

to 0.957, or 95.7%. It means that independent variables (DLAB, MAT and MATT) could estimate 
about 95.7% of the variation of dependent variable (PFR).  The regression equation obtained was 
tested for regression assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal distribution. 
To test for independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing hypothesis 
that is H0: ρ = 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null hypothesis 
will be accepted at α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- value is in 
acceptance range (1.75 < DW < 2.25). Since DW-value of the regression equation of Model 
S2P2F9 is equal to 2.168(see Appendix Table 51), which is in acceptance range, then there is no 
correlation between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot will 
be created. If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be 
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concluded that it is normal distribution. From Appendix Figure 29, most of the errors plotted are 
around the straight-line, so it can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally 
distributed. 
 

Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual

Dependent Variable: PFR
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Appendix Figure 29 Normal Probability Plot of Model S2P2F9 
 

To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the 
graph of error and time were plotted. From Appendix Figure 30, the points plotted spread around 
zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of the error is 
constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero 
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Appendix Figure 30 Residual Plot of Model S2P2F9 
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Results of Regression Analysis for Part 1 of Series 3 Interrelationship Forms 
 

For part 1 of series 3, selecting form of each independent variables added into the model 
is the same as part 1 of series 1. Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as 
follow. The scatter plot between PROD and PFC (see Appendix Figure 19) look like straight line, 
so only 1st order of overall productivity (PROD) was added into the model. And, if PROD 
decrease, time used to achieve the goal should increase so interaction term of them (PRODT) 
should be considered.  From the scatter plot between TIME and PFC, the form of plotted points 
look likes curve, so 2nd order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time 
passes it can make more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for make-to- 
order company, which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will have 
the product to sell and then they cannot make the profit.  From these reasons the variables added in 
the full model of part 1 of series 1 are PROD, PRODT, and T2. 
 
1. Model S3P1F1: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are PROD, PRODT, and 
T2. 
 

Appendix Table 52 ANOVA Table of Model S3P1F1 
ANOVA b

11790.642 3 3930.214 17.946 .000a

1971.071 9 219.008
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), T2, PROD, PRODTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 
 

 

Appendix Table 53 Coefficient Table of Model S3P1F1 

Coefficients a

-61.216 36.947 -1.657 .132
2.824 .961 1.435 2.939 .017
-.134 .096 -.763 -1.403 .194
.257 .305 .425 .842 .422

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT
T2

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa.  
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3= 0 and H1: β1, β2, and/or β3 ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 52, 
value of F = 14.517 (p-value = 0.001). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: 
β1= 0, H0:  β2 = 0, and H0:  β3 = 0. The variables will be added, if p-value less than 0.05. From 
Appendix Table 53, since t=-1.657 (p-value =0.132), t =2.939 (p-value = 0.017), t =-1.403 (p- 
value = 0.194), and t=0.842 (p-value= 0.422) respectively, then the conclusion is β0= 0, β1≠ 0, 
β2 = 0, and β3= 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and 
PRODT and T2 were not added into the model significantly. One of them that has the highest p-
value should be eliminated from the model first. T2 has the highest p-value than others then it is 
the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
2. Model S3P1F2: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are PROD and PRODT. 
 
Appendix Table 54 ANOVA Table of Model S3P1F2 

ANOVA b

11635.403 2 5817.701 27.361 .000a

2126.310 10 212.631
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), PRODT, PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 55 Coefficient Table of Model S3P1F2 

Coefficients a

-32.245 13.256 -2.432 .035
2.053 .285 1.043 7.190 .000

-5.68E-02 .026 -.322 -2.220 .051

(Constant)
PROD
PRODT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
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This equation was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for 
testing hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= 0 and H1: β1 and/or β2 ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 54, 
value of F = 32.518 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0= 0, H0: 
β1= 0, and H0:  β2 = 0. From Appendix Table 55, since t =-2.432(p-value = 0.035), t =7.190 (p- 
value = 0.000), and t=-2.220 (p-value =0.051) respectively, then the conclusion is β0≠ 0, β1≠ 0, 
and β2= 0. PRODT was not added into the model significantly. It should be deleted from the 
model.  
 
3. Model S3P1F3: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are PROD. 
 
Appendix Table 56 ANOVA Table of Model S3P1F3 

ANOVA b

10587.132 1 10587.132 36.685 .000a

3174.580 11 288.598
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.   
 
Appendix Table 57 Coefficient Table of Model S3P1F3 

Coefficients a

-35.040 15.374 -2.279 .044
1.725 .285 .877 6.057 .000

(Constant)
PROD

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa.  
 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= 0 and H1: β1 and/or β2 ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 56, value of F = 
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36.685 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis is rejected at 
α = 0.05 or this model is significant. This regression model is significant and appropriate. 

 
The regression equation obtained is PFC = -35.040 +1.725PROD. 

 
Appendix Table 58 Model Summary Table of Model S3P1F3 

Model Summary b

.877a .769 .748 16.9882 1.765
Model
1

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

Predictors: (Constant), PRODa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 
 

 
For the regression equation of Model S3P1F3, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal 

to 0.748, or 74.8%. It means that independent variable (PROD) could estimate about 74.8% of the 
variation of dependent variable (PFC).  The regression equation obtained was tested for regression 
assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal distribution. To test for 
independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing hypothesis that is H0: ρ 
= 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null hypothesis will be accepted 
at 2α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- value is in acceptance 
range (1.36 < DW < 2.54). Since DW-value of the regression equation of Model S3P1F3 is equal 
to 1.765 (see Appendix Table 57), which is in acceptance range, then there is no correlation 
between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot will be created. 
If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be concluded that it 
is normal distribution. From Appendix Figure 31, most of the errors plotted are around the 
straight-line, so it can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally distributed. 
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual

Dependent Variable: PFC
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Appendix Figure 31 Normal Probability Plot of Model S3P1F3  

 
To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the 

graph of error and time were plotted. From Appendix Figure 32, the points plotted spread around 
zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of the error is 
constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero 
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Appendix Figure 32 Residual Plot of Model S3P1F3 
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Results of Regression Analysis for Part 2 of Series 3 Interrelationship Forms 
 
For part 2 of series 3, selecting form of each independent variables added into the model 

is the same as part 2 of series 1.Form of each variable added into the full model is considered as 
follow. The scatter plot between each type of productivity and PFC (see Appendix Figure 20 to 
24) look likes straight line, so only 1st order of each type of productivity (ILAB, DLAB, MAT, and 
UTI) were added into the model. And, if each type of productivity decrease, time used to achieve 
the goal should increase so interaction term of them (ILABT, DLABT, MATT, and UTIT) should 
be considered.  From the scatter plot between TIME and PFC, the form of plotted points look likes 
curve, so 2nd order of TIME (T2) was used in this thesis. It means that even if little time passes it 
can make more profitability decreased. This occurrence quite makes sense for make-to- order 
company, which has low level of stock. If it cannot produce the product in time, it will have the 
product to sell and then they cannot make the profit.  For interactions between indirect labor 
variable and other index variables were ignored because indirect labor does not correspond with 
them. For interaction between direct labor variable and material was ignored because increasing in 
direct labor does not make material productivity change. But, interaction between direct labor and 
indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable does not clear, so interaction term between 
direct labor and utility productivity (DU) should be considered. Interaction between material and 
utility productivity was ignored because indirect material hiding in utility productivity variable is 
one of material type and then they should not have interaction between them. From these reasons 
the variables added in the full model of part 1 of series 1 are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, UTI, ILABT, 
DLABT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
 
1. Model S3P2F1: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, ILABT, DLABT, MATT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
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Appendix Table 59 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F1 
ANOVA b

13266.065 10 1326.607 5.353 .168a

495.647 2 247.823
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, ILABT, T2, UTI,
DLABT

a. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.  
 
Appendix Table 60 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F1 

Coefficients a

-106.545 96.201 -1.108 .383
.724 2.039 .537 .355 .756

2.088 3.454 1.984 .605 .607
.931 .455 .979 2.048 .177
.463 1.410 .377 .329 .774

-4.08E-02 .223 -.232 -.183 .872
-.223 .748 -1.458 -.299 .793

-6.10E-02 .063 -.652 -.967 .436
.123 .528 .873 .232 .838
.450 1.160 .745 .388 .735

-5.63E-03 .018 -.466 -.313 .784

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
ILABT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β10= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 59, 
value of F = 5.353 (p-value = 0.168). Since the p-value is not less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis can’t be rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is not significant. The highest p-value 
variable should be eliminated to make the model significant. ILABT, which has the highest p-
value (see Appendix Table 60), should be cut off the model and then the reduced model would be 
fitted. 
 
2. Model S3P2F2: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
UTI, DLABT, MATT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
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Appendix Table 61 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F2 
ANOVA b

13257.811 9 1473.090 8.770 .050a

503.902 3 167.967
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, T2, UTI, DLABTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.  
 
 Appendix Table 62 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F2 

Coefficients a

-96.351 64.482 -1.494 .232
.360 .355 .268 1.016 .385

2.632 1.435 2.501 1.834 .164
.981 .298 1.032 3.292 .046
.338 1.013 .275 .333 .761

-.347 .260 -2.266 -1.333 .275
-5.66E-02 .048 -.605 -1.179 .323

.211 .177 1.500 1.189 .320

.253 .353 .419 .717 .525
-7.57E-03 .012 -.627 -.636 .570

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
UTI
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= … = β9= 0 and H1: At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 61, 
value of F = 8.77 (p-value = 0.050). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis is 
rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not equal 
to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: β1= 0, 
... , H0:  β9 = 0. From Appendix Table 62, only p-value of MAT is less than 0.05 that are t =3.392 
(p-value = 0.046) then the conclusion is only β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph 
pass through the origin) and the variables excluding MAT are not added into the model 
significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. 
UTI has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the 
model.  
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3. Model S3P2F3: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
DLABT, MATT, UTIT, T2, and DU. 
 
Appendix Table 63 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F3 

ANOVA b

13239.148 8 1654.893 12.667 .013a

522.565 4 130.641
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, T2, DLABTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 

  
Appendix Table 64 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F3 

Coefficients a

-78.324 30.973 -2.529 .065
.311 .284 .231 1.094 .335

2.359 1.039 2.242 2.270 .086
.982 .263 1.033 3.737 .020

-.315 .213 -2.054 -1.477 .214
-5.85E-02 .042 -.626 -1.393 .236

.206 .156 1.466 1.322 .257

.194 .269 .321 .721 .511
-4.10E-03 .005 -.340 -.804 .467

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
T2
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β8= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 63, 
value of F = 12.667 (p-value = 0.013). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β8 = 0. From Appendix Table 64, only p-value of MAT is less than 0.05 that are t 
=3.737 (p-value = 0.020) then the conclusion is only β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the 
graph pass through the origin) and the variables excluding MAT are not added into the model 
significantly. One of them that has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. 
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T2 has the highest p-value than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the 
model.  
 
4. Model S3P2F4: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are ILAB, DLAB, MAT, 
DLABT, MATT, UTIT, and DU. 
 
Appendix Table 65 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F4 

ANOVA b

13171.242 7 1881.606 15.933 .004a

590.470 5 118.094
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, ILAB, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, DLABTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.  
 
Appendix Table 66 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F4 

Coefficients a

-71.167 27.894 -2.551 .051
.188 .216 .139 .870 .424

2.625 .924 2.494 2.842 .036
.886 .215 .932 4.114 .009

-.377 .185 -2.460 -2.036 .097
-3.06E-02 .016 -.328 -1.959 .107

.262 .129 1.861 2.031 .098
-5.93E-03 .004 -.491 -1.410 .218

(Constant)
ILAB
DLAB
MAT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
 

 
This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 

hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β7= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 65, 
value of F = 15.933 (p-value = 0.004). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β7 = 0. From Appendix Table 66, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
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0.05 that are t =2.842 (p-value = 0.036) and t = 4.114(p-value = 0.009)  then the conclusion is only 
β2 and β3≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. ILAB has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
5. Model S3P2F5: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, DLABT, 
MATT, UTIT, and DU. 

 
Appendix Table 67 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F5 

ANOVA b

13081.881 6 2180.313 19.243 .001a

679.832 6 113.305
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), DU, MATT, MAT, UTIT, DLAB, DLABTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.   
 
Appendix Table 68 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F5 

Coefficients a

-67.060 26.929 -2.490 .047
2.817 .879 2.676 3.205 .018
.974 .187 1.024 5.217 .002

-.402 .179 -2.626 -2.246 .066
-3.41E-02 .015 -.364 -2.298 .061

.266 .126 1.890 2.108 .080
-5.65E-03 .004 -.468 -1.376 .218

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT
DU

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
 

 
This equation was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for 

testing hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β6= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix 
Table 67, value of F = 19.243 (p-value = 0.001). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that 
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is not equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, 
H0: β1= 0, ... , H0:  β6 = 0. From Appendix Table 68, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less 
than 0.05 that are t =1.655 (p-value = 0.149) and t = 4.789(p-value = 0.003) then the conclusion is 
only β1 and β2≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. DU has the highest p-value than 
others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
6. Model S3P2F6: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, DLABT, 
MATT, and UTIT. 

 
Appendix Table 69 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F6 

ANOVAb

12867.317 5 2573.463 20.141 .001a

894.396 7 127.771
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), UTIT, MAT, DLAB, MATT, DLABTa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 70 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F6 

Coefficientsa

-37.348 17.089 -2.186 .065
1.809 .516 1.719 3.507 .010

.842 .170 .885 4.950 .002
-.220 .128 -1.439 -1.717 .130

-3.51E-02 .016 -.376 -2.236 .060
.125 .078 .888 1.599 .154

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
DLABT
MATT
UTIT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
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This equation was tested for model significance by using Overall F test. It is used for 
testing hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β5= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix 
Table 69, value of F = 20.141 (p-value = 0.001). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that 
is not equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, 
H0: β1= 0, ... , H0:  β5 = 0. From Appendix Table 70, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less 
than 0.05 that are t =6.372 (p-value = 0.000) and t = 3.735 (p-value = 0.007) then the conclusion is 
only β1 and β2≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. UTIT has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
7. Model S3P2F7: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, DLABT, 
and MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 71 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F7 

ANOVA b

12540.791 4 3135.198 20.543 .000a

1220.922 8 152.615
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, DLABT, MAT, DLABa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb.   
 
Appendix Table 72 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F7 

Coefficients a

-14.187 9.904 -1.432 .190
1.044 .211 .992 4.959 .001

.690 .154 .726 4.475 .002
-1.97E-02 .029 -.128 -.679 .516
-3.76E-02 .017 -.402 -2.197 .059

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
DLABT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= ... =β4= 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 71, 
value of F = 20.543 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β4 = 0. From Appendix Table 72, only p-value of MAT and DLAB are less than 
0.05 that are t =5.824 (p-value = 0.000) and t = 3.469 (p-value = 0.008) then the conclusion is only 
β1 and β2≠ 0. Constant term should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin) and the 
variables excluding DLAB and MAT are not added into the model significantly. One of them that 
has the highest p-value should be eliminated from the model first. DLABT has the highest p-value 
than others then it is the first variable that should be deleted from the model.  
 
8. Model S3P2F8: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 
 
Appendix Table 73 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F8 

ANOVAb

12470.408 3 4156.803 28.972 .000a

1291.304 9 143.478
13761.712 12

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

Dependent Variable: PFCb. 
  

 
Appendix Table 74 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F8 

Coefficients a

-13.110 9.479 -1.383 .200
.926 .115 .879 8.077 .000
.701 .149 .737 4.714 .001

-4.27E-02 .015 -.457 -2.876 .018

(Constant)
DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using Overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 73, 
value of F = 28.970 (p-value = 0.000).  Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null hypothesis 
is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that is not 
equal to 0. And then, the Partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, H0: 
β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 74, only t- statistic of constant (interception) is not 
less than 0.05 that is t =-1.383 (p-value = 0.200), then the conclusion is only β0 = 0. Constant term 
should be deleted (the graph pass through the origin). It should be eliminated from the model. 
 
9. Model S3P2F9: Dependent Variable is PFC. Independent Variables are DLAB, MAT, and 
MATT. 

 
Appendix Table 75 ANOVA Table of Model S3P2F9 

ANOVA c,d

49539.078 3 16513.026 105.464 .000a

1565.754 10 156.575
51104.833b 13

Regression
Residual
Total

Model
1

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATa. 

This total sum of squares is not corrected for the constant because the
constant is zero for regression through the origin.

b. 

Dependent Variable: PFCc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 
  

 
Appendix Table 76 Coefficient Table of Model S3P2F9 

Coefficients a,b

.800 .073 .778 10.973 .000

.624 .144 .592 4.331 .001
-4.58E-02 .015 -.374 -2.986 .014

DLAB
MAT
MATT

Model
1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardi
zed

Coefficien
ts

t Sig.

Dependent Variable: PFCa. 

Linear Regression through the Originb. 
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This model was tested for model significance by using overall F test. It is used for testing 
hypothesis that is H0: β1= β2= β3 = 0 and H1:  At least one β ≠ 0. From Appendix Table 75, 
value of F = 105.464 (p-value = 0.000). Since the p-value is less than 0.05, then the null 
hypothesis is rejected at α = 0.05 or this model is significant. There is at least one coefficient that 
is not equal to 0. And then, the partial t test was done to test for null hypothesis that are H0: β0=0, 
H0: β1= 0, ... , H0:  β3 = 0. From Appendix Table 76, p-values of all variables are less than 0.05. 
This model is significant and appropriate. 

 
The regression equation obtained is PFC = 0.800DLAB + 0.624MAT –0.046MATT. 
 

Appendix Table 77 Model Summary Table of Model S3P2F9 
Model Summary c,d

.985b .969 .960 12.5130 2.017
Model
1

R R Square a
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error
of the

Estimate
Durbin-W

atson

For regression through the origin (the no-intercept model), R
Square measures the proportion of the variability in the
dependent variable about the origin explained by regression.
This CANNOT be compared to R Square for models which
include an intercept.

a. 

Predictors: MATT, DLAB, MATb. 

Dependent Variable: PFCc. 

Linear Regression through the Origind. 
 

 
For the regression equation of Model S3P2F9, Adjusted R-square is approximately equal 

to 0.960, or 96.0 %. It means independent variables (DLAB, MAT and MATT) could estimate 
about 96.0% of the variation of dependent variable (PFC).  The regression equation obtained was 
tested for regression assumption that is error distribution is independent and normal distribution. 
To test for independent of variance, Durbin-Watson test is used. It is used for testing hypothesis 
that is H0: ρ = 0 and H1: ρ ≠ 0, where ρ is correlation between variance. The null hypothesis 
will be accepted at α = 0.05 level, or there is no correlation between variance, if DW- value is in 
acceptance range (1.75 < DW < 2.25). Since DW-value of the regression equation of Model 
S3P2F9 is equal to 2.017(see Appendix Table 77), which is in acceptance range, then there is no 
correlation between variance. To test for distribution of variance, the Normal Probability Plot will 
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be created. If most of errors are around the straight-line, the distribution of variance will be 
concluded that it is normal distribution. From Appendix Figure 33, most of the errors plotted are 
around the straight-line, so it can be concluded that the distribution of the variance is normally 
distributed. 
 

Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual

Dependent Variable: PFC
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Appendix Figure 33 Normal Probability Plot of Model S3P2F9 

 
To test for constant of variance and to ensure that the mean of error is equal to zero, the 

graph of error and time were plotted. From Appendix Figure 34, the points plotted spread around 
zero and they are uniformly distributed in the side way direction. The variance of the error is 
constant and its mean is approximately equal to zero 
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Appendix Figure 34 Normal Probability Plot of Model S3P2F9 
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